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A B S T R A C T

While common textbooks go into great details when it comes to the analy-
sis of sequence algorithms, they lack in proper proofs and moreover formal
specifications. The most essential part, the loop invariant is either described
very vaguely or is completely missing. This thesis gives those missing spec-
ifications as well as so called verification conditions upon which one can
fully prove an algorithm. Normally such a process is very difficult and it is
easy to wrongly specify an algorithm. With the help of the RISC Algorithm
Language (RISCAL), developed at the Research Institute for Symbolic Com-
putation (RISC), this process is simpler as this system provides additional
checks that help noticing early if a specification is wrong. It uses finite
model checking, which makes it possible to check the adequacy of speci-
fications even if they include general quantifiers, which would be difficult
infinite models.

The result of the thesis is a collection of specifications for various search-
ing and sorting algorithms. The algorithms are implemented for different
data types (array, recursive lists, pointer-linked lists) to serve as an addition
to common textbooks.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 introduction and background

As more and more parts in our society get automated, we rely on sophisti-
cated and complex algorithms that need to work perfectly. Even a small bug
could have major consequences, as we start introducing more autonomous
machines that should act on our behalves, such as self driving cars, per-
sonal assistance’s and smart homes. Currently we still rely on humans to
find bugs. But in future we might have programming languages and tools
that can prove correctness of a piece of code. Generally one might use the
Hoare Calculus [Hoa69] for proving correctness, as it brings a calculus for
algorithm correctness that is based on predicate logic. But using it for a
manual proof of a bigger algorithm is quite a tedious task. Therefore, mo-
tivated by the theory of automated verification of algorithms as well as
automated proving, RISC (Research Institute for Symbolic Computation) is
currently working in this field and has developed a few notable tools:

• Theorema: Theorema is a Mathematica-based framework for computer
assisted theorem proving and theory exploration [Buc+16].

• RISC ProgramExplorer: The RISC ProgramExplorer is an integrated en-
vironment supporting formal reasoning about computer programs
and computing systems using a variant of Hoare Calculus. It uses
the RISC ProofNavigator as an interactive proving assistant [Sch09].

• RISC Algorithmic Language: RISC Algorithmic Language, RISCAL for
short, is a system (still in development) for formally specifying algo-
rithms and validating their correctness by checking finite instances
[Sch17; SBF18; Sch18].

RISCAL is primarily for educational use, as it gives students a tool to val-
idate their algorithms with respect to formal specifications. The system
combines a mathematical modeling language with an algorithmic descrip-
tive language. Model instances are finite and their properties decidable; the
system implements a corresponding model checker [Cla+18]. This checker
iterates over all inputs of a finite domain and validates the algorithm for
each input individually. However, for the validation over an infinite domain
we need so called loop invariants [FMV14] to derive logic verification con-
ditions [Cor+09] whose validity implies the correctness of the algorithm.
But not every loop invariant is sharp enough to yield valid verification
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1.2 goals of the thesis

conditions [DF08]. RISCAL can also support the process of finding suit-
able invariants not only by checking the invariants during the execution
of the algorithm but also by checking the verification conditions over a fi-
nite domain; subsequently we may use a proof assistant such as the RISC
ProgramNavigator to verify the conditions also over infinite domains.

1.2 goals of the thesis

In this thesis we will investigate the formal specification and validation of
various algorithms operating over the data type “finite sequence” in differ-
ent concrete representations. For this we will use the already mentioned
RISCAL system.

In more detail we will look at the following three concrete implementa-
tions of finite sequences:

• Array: a finite sequence where one can access any element by an index
in constant time.

• Recursive List: a recursively defined sequence, which is either empty
or a pair of an element and a remainder list. Such lists are naturally
processed by recursive algorithms.

• Pointer-Linked List: a sequence represented by a numerical address
which may be either a special constant (indicating the empty list) or
the index of a memory cell holding an element and another pointer
pointing towards the remainder of the list. This representation also
allows low-level algorithms that update a list in place.

The implementations of different algorithms always depend on the funda-
mental data structure used. During the thesis we will look at two problems
of finite sequences:

• Searching: the basic idea is to iterate over all elements until one finds
the given key. This can be accomplished in linear time, therefore it is
known as linear search [SW16]. For a sorted list one can look at the
middle-element, throw away one side, then recursively search in the
other side. This is called a binary search [SW16].

• Sorting: as discussed above, an already sorted sequence is easier to
search. That is why one might consider sorting a sequence once, to
then be afterwards faster in searching.

In the thesis we will look at one of the more basic sorting algorithms:
InsertionSort. How ever there are also many other more advanced
sorting algorithms [SW16]; for this thesis we will focus on QuickSort,
MergeSort and HeapSort. All three have an underlying fundamental
algorithm that is responsible for their efficiency:
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1.3 achieved results

– “Partitioning” for QuickSort.

– “Merging” for MergeSort.

– “Heapifying” for HeapSort.

We will look at the linear search algorithm for all three data types. For
the binary search, only an implementation using arrays makes sense. For
all the sorting algorithms we will discuss the implementation for arrays
and recursive linked lists. Additionally we will implement the QuickSort
and therefore also the partitioning algorithm using pointer linked lists.

Another aspect for InsertionSort and MergeSort is to check whether the
algorithm is stable, i.e. if the order of two elements with the same value
gets changed during the sorting algorithm or not.

1.3 achieved results

In this thesis we not only have derived a collection of correct implementa-
tion but also all necessary pieces of information that are needed to not only
use the algorithm but to let its correctness be validated by a computer. This
information contains the following:

• pre-conditions: statements that must be valid before the algorithm is
started (i.e. the requirements for executing the algorithm).

• post-conditions: statements that must be valid after the algorithm has
terminated (i.e. the guarantees established by the algorithm).

• invariants: Statements that are valid before and after every loop iter-
ation (i.e. they are valid before the first iteration as well as after the
last one).

• termination terms: measurements for loops that assure their termina-
tion.

• verification conditions: conditions that are derived from the invari-
ants such that their validity shows the correctness of the algorithm
(i.e. requirements for a general proof).

First we have found suitable pre- and post-conditions as well as termination
terms for all loops. Then to prove that an invariant is suitable, we have first
checked it over a finite domain to see if it is not too strong. Then we have
derived the following verification conditions:

• the invariant holds before the loop.

• the invariant holds after every iteration.

• after termination the invariant implies the postcondition.
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1.3 achieved results

For the last chapter of this thesis we have derived the verification conditions
automatically. The actual proving over infinite domains was not done in
this thesis. This could be done by feeding all the pieces of information listed
above into a suitable automated prover or interactive proving assistant.

This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we fist look at the state
of the art and explain how to formally specify, formalize and validate al-
gorithms. Then we give an overview of the tools that can be used for the
task and finally we describe the RISCAL system in more detail. In Chap-
ter 3, we take a look at searching algorithms and explain in great detail
the differences between validating procedural and functional algorithms.
In Chapter 4, we inspect the InsertionSort as well as the underlying theory
for checking the stability of sorting algorithms. In the Chapters 5, 6, 7 we
focus on QuickSort, MergeSort and HeapSort. We always implement the
underlying subalgorithm first and then build the sorting algorithm upon
it. Each subchapter is split by the datatype used, and the corresponding
modified algorithm. The conclusion of the thesis is discussed in Chapter 8.

Work on this thesis was supported by the Johannes Kepler University,
Linz, Institute of Technology(LIT) project LOGTECHEDU.
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2 S TAT E O F T H E A RT

2.1 sequence algorithms

The algorithms introduced in this paper are known since the 1960s. Since
then there have been numerous analyses [Knu98; SW16; Cor+09] and sketches
of proofs [Cor+09] regarding their correctness.

As an example we investigate three collections of algorithms (“The Art
of Computer Programming” by Donald E. Knuth [Knu98], “Introduction
to Algorithms” by Thomas H. Cormen et al. [Cor+09] and “Algorithms” by
Robert Sedgewick [SW16]).

Knuth uses records for his algorithms. The algorithms are first written
descriptively and then implemented in an assembly language. He explains
in details the validity of the presented algorithms and then analyzes the
amount of computations needed. There are neither termination terms nor
invariants in his book. This is not surprising, as at the time when it was
written invariants where not of importance.

Cormen explores algorithms for arrays. He uses pseudo code to formal-
ize his algorithms. He explains all loop invariant in a very detailed way but
not formally and demonstrates their correctness using vivid arguments in-
stead of a formal proof.

Sedgewick explains the algorithm using arrays but also takes modified
algorithms for linked-lists into account. He analyzes the efficiency of ev-
ery given algorithm but does not prove its correctness. That said he does
provide the termination terms as well as the invariants but only as a side
remark.

2.2 formal specification, proving , model checking

The idea of using computers for proofs goes almost as far as the algo-
rithms presented in this thesis themselves. 1969 Hoare and Floyed intro-
duced Hoare Logic [Hoa69] with which one can formally annotate and
prove algorithms. A program in Hoare logic can be described as a triple

{P} C {Q}

where P is the precondition, C is a command and Q is the post-condition.
While P and Q are written as formulas in predicate logic, C is a command,
i.e., a composition of assignments, while-loops, skips and if-else conditions.
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2.2 formal specification, proving , model checking

For a valid Hoare-triple

{P} while B do S {¬B∧ P}

we call P the loop invariant. To prove the validity of the triple, we need to
show the validity of

{P∧B} S {P}.

Therefore it is of importance to know the loop invariants of an algorithm
in order to prove it is correctness [Hat+12].

1981 Clarke, Emerson and Sifakis proposed a different method for the
verification of programs: model checking [Cla+18]. The idea is that (the
formal model of) all possible executions of a program are checked to satisfy
specific properties such as safety (a generalization of partial correctness) or
liveliness (a generalization of termination). However, this requires a model
that can be efficiently checked in a finite number of steps, in particular a
model with a finite input-domain respectively a model that allows only
finitely many states in which a program can be.

In the following subsections, we discuss the formal specification of pro-
grams and their verification by proof respectively by model checking in
more detail.

2.2.1 Formal Specifications

A formal specification differs from a normal specification in that it is writ-
ten in clearly defined mathematically meaningful statements. A language
that allows to formulate an algorithm and its specification in a mathemat-
ically precise way is called a specification language. As from that point
onward the algorithm and its specification are clearly defined, the correct-
ness of the algorithm with respect to its specification can be verified with
mathematical rigor.

As an example consider the following algorithm:

Reversing an array
Input: array a with length n

Output: array b with length n where the elements are reversed

Loop n/2 times where in iteration i

swap the i-th element with the i-th last element

Even though this algorithm is very intuitive, in practice it lacks some de-
tails, for example, if the array starts with 1 or 0. Therefore we need to
formally specify the array:
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2.2 formal specification, proving , model checking

Array
elem = arbitrary set

nat = N

index = {x ∈N : x 6 n}

Create : elemn → array

Set : array× index× elem→ array

Get : array× index→ elem

Length : array→ nat

Create(a0, ...,an−1) =< a0, ...,an−1 >

Set(< a0, ...,an−1 >, i, x) =< a0, ...,ai−1, x,ai+1, ...,an−1 >

Get(< a0, ...,an−1 >, i) = ai

Length(< a0, ...,an−1 >) = n

This specification in combination with Hoare-logic gives us a very basic
specification language in which we can formalize our algorithm.

1 ReversingAnArray(a:array, n:N, out: b:array)

2 {Length(a) = n}

3 b := a;

4 i := 0;

5 While i < bn/2c do

6 b := Set(b,i,Get(a,n-1-i));

7 b := Set(b,i,Get(a,i));

8 i := i + 1

9 {∀i∈{0,...,n-1}: Get(a,i) = Get(b,n-1-i)}

In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm we still need to find a
termination term as well as a loop invariant.

The termination term must satisfy two conditions:

1. The termination term is always greater or equal 0.

2. The termination term gets smaller in each iteration.

We can derive our termination term from the loop condition:

T(i) := n− i

One can easily see that this term satisfies the needed conditions.
As of our loop invariant, it must satisfy the following conditions:

1. The loop invariant must hold before the first iteration.

2. The loop invariant is preserved by every iteration.

3. When the loop terminates, the loop invariant implies the post-condition.
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2.2 formal specification, proving , model checking

To derive the loop invariant we can rewrite the post-condition in a way,
that it is dependent on i [FMV14].

I(a,b, i) :<=> 0 6 i < bn/2c+ 1 ∧

∀j ∈ {0, ...,n− 1} :

Get(a, j) = Get(b,n− 1− j) if j < i∨ j > n− 1− j

Get(a, j) = Get(b, j) else

For now, we will assume this is a valid loop invariant, we will prove its
correctness in the next chapter.

2.2.2 Proving

Hoare provides a calculus (a set of inference rules and axioms) [Hoa69]
with which one may validate Hoare-Triples. Among them are the following
rules:

• (D0) Axiom of Assignment:
` {P0} x := y {P}

Where P0 denotes the statement obtained from P by replacing all free
occurrences of x with y.

• (D1) Rules of Consequence:
if ` {P} Q {R} and ` (R⇒ S) then ` {P} Q {S}

if ` {P} Q {R} and ` (S⇒ P) then ` {S} Q {R}

• (D2) Rule of Composition:
if ` {P} S {Q} and ` {Q} T {R} then ` {P} S; T {R}

• (D3) Rule of Iteration:
if ` {P∧B} S {P} then ` {P} while B do S {¬B∧ P}

We can now sketch a proof of our previous example.

Proof. For this sketch we will denote Pre as the precondition, Post as the
postcondition and S as the body of the while-loop. Aso for easier readability
we will define a[i] := Get(a, i) and a[i]=x := Set(a, i, x).
We can use (D2) to prove each command separately.

{Pre} b:=a {Pre ∧ b = a} (D0)

{Pre∧ b = a} i := 0 {Pre ∧ b = a∧ i = 0} (D0)

{Pre ∧ b = a∧ i = 0} While i < bn/2cdo S {Post}

To prove the while-loop one must first prove

Pre ∧ b = a∧ i = 0⇒ I(a,b, i)

12



2.2 formal specification, proving , model checking

After that we can use (D1) leaving us with

{I(a,b, i)} While i < bn/2cdo S {Post}

Next one needs to prove that

I(a,b, i)∧ i < bn/2c => I(a,b[i]=a[n−i−1],[n−i−1]=a[i], i+ 1)

∧ i+ 1 < bn/2c

Applying (D1) to the pre-condition of the loop we can again use (D2)

{I(a,b[i]=a[n−i−1],[n−i−1]=a[i], i+ 1)∧ i+ 1 < bn/2c}
b := Set(b, i,Get(a,n− 1− i))

{I(a,b[n−i−1]=a[i], i+ 1)∧ i+ 1 < bn/2c}

(D0)

{I(a,b[n−i−1]=a[i], i+ 1)∧ i+ 1 < bn/2c}
b := Set(b,n− 1− i,Get(a, i))
{I(a,b, i+ 1)∧ i+ 1 < bn/2c}

(D0)

{I(a,b, i+ 1)∧ i+ 1 < bn/2c}
i := i+ 1

{I(a,b, i)∧ i < bn/2c}

(D0)

We can now apply (D3) and conclude by proving

¬(i < bn/2c)∧ I(a,b, i)⇒ Post

and applying (D1).

This method can be subsumed as finding a set of (verification) condi-
tions whose validity implies the correctness of the algorithm. In case of a
finite input domain these conditions can be checked via brute force. For an
infinite input domains we can use automated reasoners (e.g. Satisfiability
modulo theories solvers, short SMT solvers) to validate the conditions.

Dijkstra introduced 1975 the predicate transformer calculus [Dij75] that
automates the process of finding these verification conditions. It is based on
Hoare-Logic and uses the weakest precondition function. As the name may
imply this function finds the weakest precondition for a given algorithm
and post-condition.

2.2.3 Model Checking

The basic idea of model checking is that if we create a specification lan-
guage that is in its core checkable, we can verify the algorithm automati-
cally, by investigating all possible executions of a system. This can be done
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2.2 formal specification, proving , model checking

by first translating the algorithm into a finite state machine and then in-
vestigating every reachable state. A finite state machine can always be rep-
resented as a directed graph (a so called Kripke structure). Paths on the
graph may then be checked against different properties. There are in gen-
eral two properties that interest us: safety and liveness. To imply safety in
its simplest form we check if every dead end implies the post-condition. To
imply liveness in its simplest form we check if every path leads to a dead
end.

General properties of Kripke structures can be specified in temporal logic
with two main variants, LTL and CTL. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) con-
siders a graph as a set of linear paths and can formulate statements about
these paths. Computation Tree Logic (CTL) considers a graph as an infinite
tree and can formulate statements about the various branches of that tree
[MSS99].

2.2.3.1 Explicit State Model Checking

The original model proposed by Carke and Emerson [Cla+18] explicitly
represented the Kripke structure by a directed graph. Since there are only
finitely many possible paths, a computer can check every path for the safety
and liveness properties and can give a counter example if one of the prop-
erties does not hold.

This model works for a small amount of states but as the number of
variables grows the number of states grows exponentially. This problem is
called the state explosion problem. One way to deal with this is to limit the
domains of all variables such that the number of states still grows but at a
manageable rate.

2.2.3.2 Symbolic Model Checking

Another way to model a programming language is to represent different
sets of states by boolean functions. There are different ways how this can
be used for checking.

The original method uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to describe
in a compact form (“symbolically”) the set of states from which a system
satisfies a specification; this set is iteratively expanded until no more states
can be added. If than all initial states are in the set, the system satisfies the
specification.

A different approach is called Bounded Model Checking (BMC). The idea
is to search for counterexamples on paths that have at most k transitions.
If no counterexample was found, k is increased. This process terminates ei-
ther if a given upper bound for k is reached or all paths have been traversed
[Bie+03].

Another method is Counterexample-guided Abstraction Refinement (CE-
GAR). This Method uses an abstract model derived from the original model

14



2.3 languages and tools

by only considering the values of a fixed set of predicates in every state. If a
specification is true in the more abstract model it is also true for the original
model. If a counterexample was found, this example might not necessarily
be present for the original model. If this happens, the abstraction must be
refined in such a way that the counterexample is eliminated [Cla+00].

2.3 languages and tools

The following list presents different verification tools and associated rea-
soners. We will look at each tool and the according programs to describe
the process of specifying, formalizing and verifying algorithms.

• Dafny [Lei17] is a programming language that supports formal spec-
ification as well as verification. It uses an intermediate verification
language called Boogie to generate verification conditions from pro-
grams. It verifies using the SMT Solver Z3. Because this is a proper
programming language, this means that one can only validate an im-
plementation of an algorithm, not the algorithm in its most general
case.

• Java Modeling Language (JML) [TGK09] is a specification language
where specifications are embedded in valid Java code. Again this
means that one can only validate specific implementations. But dif-
ferent to Dafny, Java is broadly used in the industry, making JML
quite useful for industry-purposes. There are various tools that work
with JML, e.g:

– ESC/Java [Fla+13] is a tool that tries to find run-time errors at
compile-time by a limited form of proving. Is has an own theo-
rem prover, but later versions also support different third-party
provers. ESC/Java is the predecessor of OpenJML.

– OpenJML [Cok14] is a program verification tool that can be used
either for static or runtime checking. It can be used with many
common SMT Solvers like Z3, CVC4 and Yices.

– KeY [Ahr+16] is a system used for formal verification of algo-
rithms specified in JML. It may be used in combination with an
SMT-Solver or as a proof assistant.

• Krakatoa Verification Tool [TGK09] is a front-end for the verification
platform Why. It has its own specification language in the spirit of
JML but works for Java as well as C. It generates verification condi-
tions which then can be used by provers like Coq, PVS, Isabelle/HOL
and many more.
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2.4 riscal

• Rodin Platform [Abr+10] is an Eclipse-based IDE for reasoning in
the formal method Event-B, a method that provides specification, for-
malization and generation of verification conditions. Event-B uses the
abstract machine notation (AMN) as its specification language. Rodin
uses a proof assistant instead of an SMT Solver, where the proof must
be done manually with assistance of a computer.

• Vienna Development Method (VDM) [Bjø79] is a formal method
that uses its own specification language capable of defining procedu-
ral programs as well as object orientated systems. It works with the
external developed Overture Tool, an open source IDE that is build
on top of the Eclipse-IDE.

• PlusCal/TLA+ [LM09] TLA+ is a temporal logic, meaning a logic that
supports time-related statements. PlusCal is a specification language
that trans-complies into TLA+. Properties of finite state models spec-
ified in TLA+ can be verified with the TLA+ model checker (TLC).

• Alloy [Jac06] Is a specification language that defines relations be-
tween objects. It is used with the formal method Alloy Analyzer that
operates on finite domains and uses explicit model checking as well
as a build-in SAT Solver (similar to SMT but for finite domains). Dif-
ferent to the previous tools, algorithms formalized in Alloy must be
of a relation-based nature. While it is Turing complete, it was not
designed to work with function-oriented algorithms.

Daniela Ritirc looked at some of these tools in heir master thesis [Rit16]
and noticed that there is no perfect software for verifying mathematical al-
gorithms. For example, she noticed that Event-B had increasing difficulties
proving larger invariants, VDM could not always deliver the verification
conditions and PlusCal/TLA+ does not allow recursive algorithms.

2.4 riscal

RISCAL [Figure 1] is being developed by Wolfgang Schreiner at the RISC
Institute [SBF18]. It is a so called “algorithm language”, meaning it can be
used to specify and verify abstract programs (“algorithms”). It uses a model
with finite input domains and validates them using brute force. Starting
with version 2.0 it is now possible to automatically generate verification
conditions. Before that version one needed to find them manually using
the invariant. Once these verification conditions are derived one can in the
future use a proof assistant such as the RISCProofNavigator, also devel-
oped by Wolfgang Schreiner, to verify them. The language itself supports
Unicode-symbols making a model look very similar to a mathematical al-
gorithm.
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2.4 riscal

Figure 1: The RISCAL interface

Its mathematical model consists of several parts: types, predicates, func-
tions, theorems and procedures. These can be used not only to implement
an algorithm but also so formulate theorems around the algorithms like
said verification conditions, but also various statement regarding attributes
of pre-conditon, post-conditon, invariant as well as termination. Addition-
ally, it can generate conditions that may be checked to validate the mean-
ingfulness of specifications [Figure 2]. The system can check all statements
and even provide a counter example if a statement does not hold. With this
method the formalization of an algorithm can be assisted by the RISCAL
software.

Finally, we will formalize our example using the RISCAL language:

1 val M:N;

2 val N:N;

3 type array = Array[N,N[M]];

4

5 proc reverse(a:array):array

6 requires true;

7 ensures ∀i:N[N-1].a[i] = result[N-1-i];

8 {

9 var b:array :=a;

10 for var i:N[N/2] := 0;i 6 N/2-1; i:=i+1 do

11 invariant ∀j:N[N-1]. if j<i ∨ j>N-1-i then

12 a[j] = b[N-1-j]

13 else

14 a[j] = b[j];

15 decreases N/2-i;

16 {

17



2.4 riscal

17 b[i] := a[N-1-i];

18 b[N-1-i] := a[i];

19 }

20 return b;

21 }

As we can see, the program is still quite intuitively readable. Pre-condition,
post-condition, invariant and termination-term are all part of the formal-
ization, so that they are considered when RISCAL validates the code. Also,
RISCAL supports the use of quantifiers which, because of the finiteness of
the variable domains, are checkable. For this thesis, we will use RISCAL to
formalize algorithms.

Figure 2: The task bar containing tools to generate the verification conditions.
Once the task gets successfully executed, the cloud turns into a sun, in-
dicating that the check is valid.
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3 S E A R C H A L G O R I T H M S

The most basic problem for a list a is to determine if an element x is an
element of the list and if so, to return an index i so that a[i] = x. This
problem can be specified in predicate logic with the help of the following
function:

contains(x,a) =

−1 if ∀i : a[i] 6= x

choose i : a[i] = x else

This will be the main element of the post-condition for our searching al-
gorithms. To sharpen the condition, we will often demand the output to
be uniquely defined as the minimum index i with a[i] = x. In this case,
there will be for any given input only one possible output that serves the
post-condition. As this notion depends on the algorithm, we will need to
formulate the post-condition for every algorithm individually.

3.1 basic algorithms

The most basic algorithm solving our problem is the linear search algo-
rithm:

Linear Search
Input: an array a and an element x
Output: index i so that a[i] = x respectively −1 if such an index does
not exist.

Loop over every element where in iteration i

Check if a[i] = x and if so return i

Return −1

This algorithm works for all arrays, i.e. only the trivial precondition
“true” is required. From the analysis of the algorithm we know that it
needs O(n) steps. To ensure the uniqueness of the result the postcondi-
tion will also need to state that the resulting element is the first occurrence
of x in a.

A more efficient algorithm is the binary search algorithm, as it only takes
O(log(n)) amount of time [SW16]. To achieve this, it requires a sorted array
as an input. The basic idea is the following:
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3.2 data types

Binary Search
Input: sorted array a with length n, element x
Output: index i so that a[i]=x respectively -1 if such an index does not
exist.

Let left := 0, right := n

While left < right and x is not found
If the middle := left+ (right− left)/2 element is not equal to x

If a[middle] > x set right := middle− 1

else set left := middle+ 1

else return middle

This algorithm does not necessarily return the first occurrence of x. This
can be simply archived by subsequently decreasing the found index, if x
also appears at a smaller index.

3.2 data types

We are now going to investigate three possible datatypes representations
for sequences: Arrays, Recursive Lists and Pointer-Linked Lists.

arrays Arrays are a primitive data type in RISCAL:

1 val M:N;

2 val N:N;

3 type nat = N[M];

4 type array = Array[N,nat];

In our case we are using arrays over a bound subset of the natural numbers.

recursive lists In RISCAL a list is no primitive data type and can be
implemented using a recursive type-declaration:

5 rectype(N) list = nil | cons(nat,list);

For such recursive types, also algorithms are naturally defined in a recur-
sive style. While in RISCAL arrays have fixed length N, lists have a maximal
length N. Therefore, we will need a function that calculates the length of a
given list:

6 //listLength(a:list)

7 // returns the length of a list

8 fun listLengthRec(a:list,out:N[N]):N[N]

9 decreases N-out;

10 = match a with
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3.2 data types

11 {

12 nil -> out;

13 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) -> listLengthRec(rem,out+1);

14 };

15 fun listLength(a:list):N[N] = listLengthRec(a,0);

As we can see, we need to match the pattern of a list before its elements
can be used.

Another useful function is a get-function to allow random-access on lists.
We will use it in the post-condition of our search algorithm to specify that
get(a, i) = x.

16 //get(a:list,i:index):nat

17 // returns the i-th element

18 fun get(a:list,i:index):nat

19 requires i < listLength(a);

20 decreases i;

21 = match a with

22 {

23 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

24 if i = 0 then

25 elem

26 else

27 get(rem,i-1);

28 };

pointer-linked lists Especially in low-level applications a list is bet-
ter represented as a pointer, i.e. as an array of “cells” each of which is a
tuple of an element and another pointer. We call such an array a “store”.

29 type index = N[N-1];

30 type cell = Record[head:nat,tail:pointer];

31 type store = Array[N,cell];

32

33 type pointer = N[N];

34 val null:pointer = N;

We call the element of a cell its “head” and the pointer its “tail”. In this way
a pointer may represent a recursive list where the head is the first element
and the tail points to another list. In order to consider a pointer as a list,
the sequence of cells reachable from that pointer must eventually terminate.
This path can be obtained by recursively getting the cell corresponding to
the tail of the previous cell. An empty list is represented as a special pointer
called “null”. For a list to terminate the sequence of cells will eventually
lead to a null pointer. Therefore we describe a list by a predicate leadsTo

that holds if one pointer leads to another via a sequence of intermediate
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3.2 data types

cells. The definition can be either recursive or use a list of all pointers on
the path and check whether the specific pointer is an element of the list.

39 //leadsTo(a:pointer,b:pointer,s:store,counter:N[N+1])

40 // recursivly returns if the cell pointed by b is part

41 // of the list a

42 pred leadsToRec(a:pointer,b:pointer,s:store,counter:N[N+1])

43 decreases counter;

44 ⇔ counter > 0

45 ∧ (

46 a 6= b

47 ⇒ a 6= null

48 ∧ leadsToRec(s[a].tail,b,s,counter-1)

49 );

50 pred leadsTo(a:pointer,b:pointer,s:store)

51 ⇔ leadsToRec(a,b,s,N+1);

52

53 //leadsTo2(a:pointer,b:pointer,s:store)

54 // returns if the cell pointed by b is part of the list a

55 pred leadsTo2(a:pointer,b:pointer,s:store)

56 ⇔ ∃ps:Array[N+1,pointer].ps[0] = a

57 ∧ (

58 ∃j:N[N].ps[j] = b

59 ∧ ∀i:N[N-1].i<j ⇒
60 ps[i+1] = if ps[i] 6= null then

61 s[ps[i]].tail

62 else

63 null

64 );

We also claim the equivalence of these two implementations with respect
to our model.

39 //leadsToAndLeadsTo2AreEquivalent()

40 // leadTo and LeadTo2 are Equivalent

41 theorem leadsToAndLeadsTo2AreEquivalent()

42 ⇔ ∀a:pointer.∀b:pointer.∀s:store.
43 leadsTo(a,b,s) ⇔ leadsTo2(a,b,s);

With this we now claim that a well-defined list has no cycles:

39 theorem DefListIsWellDefined()

40 ⇔ ∀s:store.∀a:pointer.(
41 ∀b:pointer.b 6= null ∧ leadsTo(a,b,s)

42 ⇒ ¬leadsTo(s[b].tail,b,s)

43 )

44 ⇔ leadsTo(a,N,s);
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3.3 linear search

3.3 linear search

In this subsection we will discussed different implementations for the linear
search algorithm.

3.3.1 Implementation for Arrays

For arrays we have the following implementation of “linear search”:

108 proc linearSearch(a:array, x:nat):ret

109 requires pre(a,x);

110 ensures post(a,x,result);

111 {

112 var out:ret := -1;

113 for var i:N[N-1+1] := 0;i < N ∧ out = -1; i := i+1 do

114 invariant inv(a,x,out,i);

115 decreases termin(i);

116 {

117 if a[i] = x then

118 out := i;

119 }

120 return out;

121 }

This algorithm is specified/annotated with the help of the following predi-
cates:

30 //pre-Condition

31 // (*) trivial

32 pred pre(a:array,x:nat) ⇔ true;

33

34 //post-Condition

35 // (*) result is negative if a does not contain x

36 // (*) else its the index of x

37 // (*) and result is the first appearance of x

38 pred post(a:array,x:nat,result:ret)

39 ⇔ ((∃i:index.a[i] = x) ⇔ result > 0)

40 ∧ (

41 result > 0

42 ⇒ a[result] = x

43 ∧ isFirstOccurrence(a,x,result)

44 );

45

46 //invariant

47 // (*) if out is -1, then in the array up to i, x has

48 // not appeared

49 // (*) else out is the last iteration
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3.3 linear search

50 // (*) and its the index of x

51 // (*) and its the first appearance of x

52 pred inv(a:array,x:nat,out:ret,i:N[N-1+1])

53 ⇔ if out = -1 then

54 ∀j:index.j < i ⇒ a[j] 6= x

55 else

56 out = i-1

57 ∧ a[out] = x

58 ∧ isFirstOccurrence(a,x,out);

59

60 //termination term

61 // it terminates after at most N iterations

62 fun termin(i:N[N-1+1]):N[N] = N-i;

We define the post-condition with the help of an auxiliary predicate that
states what it means to be the first occurrence of a value in an array:

22 //isFirstOccurrence(a:array,x:nat,i:index)

23 // holds if the first occurrence of x in a is i

24 pred isFirstOccurrence(a:array,x:nat,i:index)

25 ⇔ ∀j:index.a[j] = x ⇒ i 6 j;

Next we need to formulate an invariant for the loop contained in the al-
gorithm. Note that the upper bound of i is increased by 1 to ensure that
i < N can fail. To denote this we write N[N− 1+ 1], which should be read
as index ∪ {N}. The invariant can be derived from the post-condition by
formulating the condition respect to the all variables that are used in the
loop (in our case i and out). This new condition should imply the post-
condition if the loop-condition is invalid (in our case: i > N∨ out 6= −1).
This can be achieved by replacing result with out and by only considering
the all element in a from 0 to i − 1. The termination term is N − i. This
is the equivalent to saying that the loop will run for at most N times. If
not explicitly described, from now on, if not explicitly stated, we will use
upperBound(i) − i, as the termination term.

3.3.2 Implementation for Recursive Lists

For recursive lists the recursive implementation is as follows.

157 fun linearSearch(a:list, x:nat):ret

158 requires pre(a,x);

159 ensures post(a,x,result);

160 decreases termin(a,x);

161 = match a with

162 {

163 nil -> -1;
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164 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

165 if elem = x then

166 0

167 else if linearSearch(rem,x) > 0 then

168 linearSearch(rem,x) + 1

169 else

170 -1;

171 };

This algorithm is specified/annotated with the help of the following predi-
cates:

84 //pre-Condition

85 // (*) trivial

86 pred pre(a:list,x:nat) ⇔ true;

87

88 //post-Condition

89 // (*) result is negative iff a contains x

90 // (*) else its the index of x

91 // (*) and its the first appearance of x

92 pred post(a:list,x:nat,result:ret)

93 ⇔ (result > 0 ⇔ contains(a,x))

94 ∧ (

95 result > 0

96 ⇒ result < listLength(a)

97 ∧ get(a,result) = x

98 ∧ isFirstOccurrence(a,x,result)

99 );

100

101 //termination term

102 // each recursion the array-size gets smaller

103 fun termin(a:list,x:nat):N[N] = listLength(a);

The function FirstOccurrence(a, x, i) is defined recursively.

64 //isFirstOccurrence(a:list,x:nat,i:index)

65 // returns if x appears first at i-th position

66 pred isFirstOccurrence(a:list,x:nat,i:index)

67 requires i < listLength(a) ∧ get(a,i) = x;

68 decreases listLength(a);

69 ⇔ match a with

70 {

71 nil -> false;

72 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

73 if i = 0 then

74 true

75 else if elem = x then
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76 false

77 else

78 isFirstOccurrence(rem,x,i-1);

79 };

We will also need to implement a function contains that plays the counter-
part of the condition ∃i : index.a[i] = x for arrays.

64 //contains(a:list,x:nat)

65 // states if x is in a

66 pred contains(a:list,x:nat)

67 decreases listLength(a);

68 ⇔ match a with

69 {

70 nil -> false;

71 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

72 if elem = x then

73 true

74 else

75 contains(rem,x);

76 };

Consequently we can formalize the post-condition in the same way as for
arrays. Looking at the formalization of the algorithm we notice that in every
iteration the list gets smaller. This motivates the termination term.

101 //termination term

102 // each recursion the array-size gets smaller

103 fun termin(a:list,x:nat):N[N] = listLength(a);

From now on we will also expect the termination term for an algorithm
with lists to be the length of the list.

3.3.3 Implementation for Pointer Lists

For pointer list we use a imperative algorithm.

210 proc linearSearch(a:pointer,x:nat, s:store):pointer

211 requires pre(a,x,s);

212 ensures post(a,x,s,result);

213 {

214 var out:pointer := null;

215 var b:pointer := a;

216 while b 6= null ∧ out = null do

217 invariant inv(a,b,x,s,out);

218 decreases termin(b,out,s);

219 {
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220 if s[b].head = x then

221 out := b;

222 else

223 b := s[b].tail;

224 }

225 return out;

226 }

This algorithm is specified/annotated with the help of the following predi-
cates:

111 //pre-condition

112 // (*) s is well formed

113 pred pre(a:pointer,x:nat, s:store)

114 ⇔ leadsTo(a,null,s);

115

116 //post-condition

117 // (*) result is negative is a does not contain x

118 // (*) if result is not negative, its the index of the first

119 // occurrence of x in a

120 pred post(a:pointer,x:nat,s:store,result:pointer)

121 ⇔ (result 6= null ⇔ contains(a,s,x))

122 ∧ (

123 result 6= null

124 ⇒ leadsTo(a,result,s)

125 ∧ s[result].head = x

126 ∧ isFirstOccurrence(a,s,x,result)

127 );

128

129 //invariant

130 // (*) if out is N, then x only appears in a if it also

131 // appears in b

132 // (*) and if b is not N, its part of the list a

133 // (*) if b is N, and out is N, then x is not contained

134 // in a

135 // (*) if out is not N, i must return the first occurence

136 // of x in a

137 pred inv(a:pointer,b:pointer,x:nat,s:store,out:pointer)

138 ⇔ if out = null then(

139 (

140 ∀c:pointer.c 6= null ∧ s[c].head = x ∧ leadsTo(a,c,s)

141 ⇒ leadsTo(b,c,s)

142 )

143 ∧ if b 6= null then

144 leadsTo(a,b,s)

145 else

146 ¬contains(a,s,x)
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147 )

148 else (

149 out = b

150 ∧ leadsTo(a,b,s)

151 ∧ s[b].head = x

152 ∧ isFirstOccurrence(a,s,x,out)

153 );

154

155 //termin(i:N[N-1+1]):N[N]

156 // the length of the array, but if an element was found,

157 // return 0

158 fun termin(b:pointer,out:pointer,s:store):N[N]

159 = listLength(b,s)-listLength(out,s);

As a pre-condition we require that the list is well-defined. In order to ran-
domly access a cell in the pointer list, we need to ensure that the pointer
is actually part of the array. This means instead of a[result] we need to
write leadsTo(a, result, s)∧ s[result].head = x. With this in mind we can
again use the post-condition for arrays to derive the new conditions. This
requires the result to be a pointer instead of an index. In line 221, b does
not get reduced. This means the termination term can not be the length of
b. We know out is null until x was found and therefore the length of out

is mostly zero. This motivates the termination term. For the invariant the
case that x was found can be taken from the post-condition. For the case
that x was not yet found we need do define what that means: as we only
have the two lists that are accessed though the two pointers a and b, we
can define “x is not yet found” as “if x is in a, it must be in b” as b is the list
of all elements that still need to be checked. This also means that a should
lead to b.

3.4 binary search

Binary Search works only for sorted arrays. For the implementation we
verify both the imperative and recursive version.

173 proc binarySearch(a:array, x:nat):ret

174 requires pre(a,x);

175 ensures post(a,x,result);

176 {

177 var out:ret := -1;

178 var left:N[N-1+1] := 0;

179 var right:Z[-1,N-1] := N-1;

180 while out = -1 ∧ left 6 right do

181 invariant inv(a,x,left,right,out);

182 decreases termin(left,right,out);
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183 {

184 var i:index := left + (right-left)/2;

185 if a[i] = x then

186 out := i;

187 else if a[i] > x then

188 right := i-1;

189 else

190 left := i+1;

191 }

192 return out;

193 }

194

195 //Recursive implementaion

196 fun binarySearchRec(a:array, x:nat, left:N[N-1+1], right:Z[-1,N-1]):ret

197 requires preRec(a,x,left,right);

198 ensures post(a,x,result);

199 decreases terminRec(left,right);

200 = if left > right then

201 -1

202 else if a[i(left,right)] = x then

203 i(left,right)

204 else if a[i(left,right)] > x then

205 binarySearchRec(a,x,left,i(left,right)-1)

206 else

207 binarySearchRec(a,x,i(left,right)+1,right);

208 fun binarySearchRecursive(a:array, x:nat):ret

209 requires pre(a,x);

210 ensures post(a,x,result);

211 = binarySearchRec(a,x,0,N-1);

This algorithm is specified/annotated with the help of the following predi-
cates:

37 //pre-Condition

38 // (*) a is sorted

39 pred pre(a:array,x:nat)

40 ⇔ isSorted(a,0,N-1);

41

42 //post-Condition

43 // (*) result is negative if a does not contain x

44 // (*) else its the index of x

45 pred post(a:array,x:nat,result:ret)

46 ⇔ (result = -1 ⇔ ∀i:index.a[i] 6= x)

47 ∧ (result > 0 ⇒ a[result] = x);

48

49 //invariant

50 // (*) if out is not negative, a[out] = x
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51 // (*) if out is negative and or left is smaller then

52 // right, then x is found

53 // (*) else x does not occur left of left or right of right

54 pred inv(a:array,x:nat,left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1],out:ret)

55 ⇔ -1 6 right-left

56 ∧ (out > 0 ⇒ a[out] = x)

57 ∧ (

58 out = -1 ∨ left 6 right

59 ⇒ ∀i:index.(0 6 i ∧ i < left) ∨ (right < i ∧ i 6 N-1)

60 ⇒ a[i] 6= x

61 );

62

63 //pre-Condition for recursive implementation

64 // (*) normal pre-condition must hold

65 // (*) invariant must hold

66 pred preRec(a:array,x:nat,left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1])

67 ⇔ pre(a,x) ∧ inv(a,x,left,right,-1);

68

69 //termination term

70 // the indexes left and right are moving closer to each

71 // other.

72 fun termin(left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1],out:ret):N[2*N+1]

73 = if out = -1 then right-left+1 else 0;

74

75 //termination term for recursive implementation

76 // the indexes left and right are moving closer to each

77 // other.

78 fun terminRec(left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1]):N[N]

79 = right-left+1;

We start with the imperative version. First of all, we denote when a array
is sorted.

29 //isSorted(a:array,m:index,n:index)

30 // states if all elements from m to n are sorted

31 pred isSorted(a:array,m:index,n:index)

32 ⇔ ∀i:index.m 6 i ∧ i < n ⇒ a[i] 6 a[i+1];

The pre-condition just states that the array is sorted. The post-condition is
the same as for linear search with array without the result being the first
occurrence. For the invariant we need to rewrite the post-condition using
left,right and out. The interval [left, right] contains all unchecked indexes.
Therefore, we will replace a with the complement of [left, right]. We also
replace result with out. If left is bigger than right, than only at most by
one. Left being bigger than right denotes that the element does not exist
in the array and that out = −1. For the termination term right− left is a
strong candidate, but again if we consider line 186 in the implementation,
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we see that we need to use out as well. A termination term that works is as
followed.

69 //termination term

70 // the indexes left and right are moving closer to each

71 // other.

72 fun termin(left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1],out:ret):N[2*N+1]

73 = if out = -1 then right-left+1 else 0;

For the recursive version we need to formulate the post-condition such
that it contains the relation between left, right and a. This version should
reuse as much as possible from the imperative version. We therefore use
the invariant to state the relation of left and right.

63 //pre-Condition for recursive implementation

64 // (*) normal pre-condition must hold

65 // (*) invariant must hold

66 pred preRec(a:array,x:nat,left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1])

67 ⇔ pre(a,x) ∧ inv(a,x,left,right,-1);

We can now look at the formalization. Here i(left, right) denotes the same
variable as introduced in the imperative version.

22 //i(left:index,right:index)

23 // returns the middle index between left and right

24 fun i(left:index,right:index):ret = left+(right-left)/2;

The termination term only needs to be considered for the recursive parts
of the algorithm. We can use the original candidate:

75 //termination term for recursive implementation

76 // the indexes left and right are moving closer to each

77 // other.

78 fun terminRec(left:N[N-1+1],right:Z[-1,N-1]):N[N]

79 = right-left+1;

Note that left can be at most 1 bigger than right.

3.5 checking the model

Before we check the conditions, we may decide to further validate our pre-
and post-conditions.

1. To ensure that the pre-condition is not trivial, there should be at least
one case where the pre-condition does not hold.

2. For the post-condition we can check whether for every input there
exists exactly one possible output that serves the post-condition.
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RISCAL has these checks built in, but they are not always necessary. Some
times, additional modifications are required, that might slow down the
algorithm.

To actually check the claims that we made in the previous section we
need to validate them. This will be done by:

1. Checking that all annotations of the algorithm (specifications and in-
variants) hold for all possible inputs.

2. Checking that the (manually derived) verification conditions hold.
These checks are performed for restricted models, which does not
prove correctness of all models but increases our confidence in cor-
rectness.

For these checks we use N = 4, M = 1. This means we only consider ar-
rays and lists of size 4 and with elements in {0, 1} (because the checking
complexities grows exponentially, M = 2 already takes considerable time).

3.5.1 Validating Specifications for Imperative Algorithms

Even if a specifications holds for an algorithm, this does not make the algo-
rithm valid. The specification could be wrong or prohibits inputs that we
actually would like to allow. Therefore, we need to check manually if the
algorithm works, not only for regular cases but in particular for possible
special cases. This can be done by letting RISCAL execute all possible in-
puts and then checking if the particular special case was considered. Next
we use the checking capacities of RISCAL to execute the algorithm for all
inputs (allowed by the pre-condition). If this process runs without any er-
rors, it gives a few insights:

1. The algorithm terminates and the termination terms are decreasing
in each iteration.

2. If the pre-conditions holds for any case and the algorithm ensures the
post-condition, we can say that the pre-condition is not too strong.

3. The post-condition is not too strong. This means that all results satisfy
the post-condition.

4. The loop invariants are not too strong. This means that for each itera-
tion the loop invariant holds.

In order for the loop invariant to be not too weak we need to define
verification conditions. These conditions may then be used for proving the
correctness of the algorithm. This is why the validation of the termination
term will again be part of this verification condition. These prerequisites
are as follows:
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1. Given the pre-condition is true, the invariant holds before the loop is
started.

2. Given the pre-condition is true, the termination term is never nega-
tive.

3. Given the pre-condition is true, the invariant is preserved by every
loop iteration and the termination term decreases for every iteration.

4. Given the pre-condition is true, on termination the invariant implies
the post-condition.

Except of the third one, these conditions are very generic and look very
similar. The following verification conditions are for the linear search algo-
rithm for arrays.

71 //Verification Condition 1

72 // given the precondition,

73 // (*) invariant holds before the loop started

74 theorem VC_beginning(a:array, x:nat, out:ret, i:N[N-1+1])

75 requires pre(a,x);

76 ⇔ i = 0 ∧ out = -1 ⇒ inv(a, x, out, i);

77

78 //Verification Condition 2

79 // given the precondition,

80 // (*) termination term is never negative

81 theorem VC_termination(a:array, x:nat, out:ret, i:N[N-1+1])

82 requires pre(a,x);

83 ⇔ inv(a, x, out, i) ⇒ termin(i)>0;
84

85 //Verification Condition 3

86 // given the precondition,

87 // (*) invariant is preserved by every loop iteration

88 // (*) termination term decreases at every iteration

89 theorem VC_iteration(a:array, x:nat, out:ret, i:N[N-1+1])

90 requires pre(a,x);

91 ⇔ inv(a, x, out, i) ∧ loop_cond(out,i)

92 ⇒ if a[i] = x then

93 inv(a,x, i,i+1)

94 else

95 inv(a,x,out,i+1)

96 ∧ termin(i+1) < termin(i);

97

98 //Verification Condition 4

99 // given the precondition,

100 // (*) on termination invariant implies postcondition

101 theorem VC_end(a:array, x:nat, out:ret, i:N[N-1+1])
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102 requires pre(a,x);

103 ⇔ inv(a, x, out, i) ∧ ¬loop_cond(out,i) ⇒ post(a,x,out);

For the third condition we take the loop invariant and specify how the
inputs for the invariant have changed after an iteration. Verification condi-
tions for each algorithm can be found in the appendix.

3.5.2 Validating Specifications for Recursive Algorithms

For recursive algorithms most of the validation procedure stays the same.
Because any recursive function may run indefinitely, a termination term
must be defined for each one of them. Recursive algorithms do not have any
loops but instead nested functions, therefore it satisfies to define function
specifications instead of verification conditions. These specifications are as
follows:

1. Given the precondition holds, all preconditions of the sub-functions
hold.

2. Given the precondition holds, the postcondition holds given that all
sub-functions can be defined by their postconditions.

3. Given the precondition holds, the termination term is always non neg-
ative and each recursive function application reduces the termination
term.

The following function specifications are for the linear search algorithm for
recursive lists.

108 //Function Specification 1

109 // given the precondition,

110 // (*) all preconditions of the subfunctions hold.

111 theorem FS_pre(a:list,x:nat)

112 requires pre(a,x);

113 ⇔ match a with

114 {

115 nil -> true;

116 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

117 elem 6= x ⇒ pre(rem,x);

118 };

119

120 //Function Specification 2

121 // given the precondition,

122 // (*) the postcondition holds given that all subfunctions

123 // can be defined by there postconditions.

124 theorem FS_post(a:list,x:nat)

125 requires pre(a,x);
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126 ⇔ match a with

127 {

128 nil -> post(a,x,-1);

129 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

130 if elem = x then

131 post(a,x,0)

132 else

133 ∀b:ret.post(rem,x,b)
134 ⇒ if b > 0 then

135 post(a,x,b+1)

136 else

137 post(a,x,b);

138 };

139

140 //Function Specification 3

141 // given the precondition,

142 // (*) the termination term always positive or zero

143 // (*) each recursion reduces the termination term

144 theorem FS_termination(a:list,x:nat)

145 requires pre(a,x);

146 ⇔ termin(a,x) > 0

147 ∧ match a with

148 {

149 nil -> true;

150 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

151 elem 6= x ⇒ termin(rem,x) < termin(a,x);

152 };

3.5.3 Outcome of the Checks

For the linear search algorithm we have checked that the post-condition is
unique. After that, we have checked if the defined pre- and post-condition
as well as the invariant is not too strong by using RISCAL to check every
input. Finally, the verification conditions were derived and again checked
by again using RISCAL to check all cases. All checks where evaluated suc-
cessfully, therefore we are now confident that the verification conditions
can be used to prove the correctness with respect to the specifications.

For the binary search algorithm we have checked that the pre-condition
is not trivial. Next we have checked that the specifications (pre-condition,
post-condition and invariant) are not too strong by letting RISCAL check
all cases. Finally, we have derived and validated the verification conditions.
The verification conditions may now be further used to fully prove the
correctness.
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3.6 conclusion

3.6 conclusion

The searching algorithms are a nice introduction to the world of formal
checking.

The linear search algorithm demonstrated nicely the core differences in
the different programming styles: Imperative algorithms prefers arrays and
use verification conditions for its loops. Recursive algorithms prefer recur-
sive lists and use function specifications. Pointer lists can be used with
both, but are not always equally efficient. In the case of linear search, an
imperative algorithm turned out to be the right choice.

The binary search algorithm used a specific part of the array that can be
anywhere within the array. Therefore the use of recursive lists is impracti-
cal as it relies on random access. Nevertheless we have validated both an
imperative as well as an recursive implementation.
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4 I N S E RT I O N S O RT

In the following chapters we will focus on sorting algorithms. The core
of the postcondition of these algorithms is represented by the predicate
isSorted which we have already used in the pre-condition of binary search.
However, we also need to ensure that the resulting array is a permutation
of the original one. For this we will specify a corresponding predicate:

1 //isPermutationOf(a:array,b:array)

2 // states if a is a permutation of the input array

3 pred isPermutationOf(a:array,b:array)

4 ⇔ ∃p:Array[N,index].
5 (∀i:index,j:index. i 6= j ⇒ p[i] 6= p[j])

6 ∧(∀i:index. a[i] = b[p[i]]);

With this we can now specify the problem for an array a.

sort(a) = find array b : isPermutationOf(a,b)∧ isSorted(b)

The resulting array b is unique, therefore we can demand the output to be
unique as well. For imperative (non recursive) algorithms we can use this
post-condition as is. For (recursive) functional algorithms we will need to
add additional conditions depending on the individual algorithm.

4.1 insertionsort

A very basic algorithm is the so called InsertionSort. This algorithm is most
commonly used by humans when ordering playing cards.

InsertionSort
Input : An array a

Output : An array b so that its the sorted equivalent to a.

Loop over every element where in iteration i

Loop over every element down from i to 0 with index j

If a[j] < a[i] then
Shift the elements [j+ 1, i− 1] up
Replace a[j+ 1] with the original a[i]

4.1.1 Implementation for Arrays

For arrays, we have implemented the algorithm the following way:
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176 proc insertionSort(a:array): array

177 requires pre(a);

178 ensures post(a,result);

179 {

180 var b:array := a;

181 for var i:Int[1,N-1+1] := 1; i 6 N-1; i := i+1 do

182 invariant inv_outer(a,b,i);

183 decreases termin_outer(i);

184 {

185 var x:nat := b[i];

186 for var j:Int[-1,N-1-1] := i-1; j > 0 ∧ b[j] > x; j := j-1 do

187 invariant inv_inner(a,b,j,i,x);

188 decreases termin_inner(j);

189 {

190 b[j+1] := b[j];

191 b[j] := x;

192 }

193 }

194 return b;

195 }

This algorithm is annotated with the help of the following predicates:

41 //pre-Condition

42 // (*) trivial

43 pred pre(a:array) ⇔ true;

44

45 //post-Condition of the outer loop

46 // (*) resulting array is sorted

47 // (*) a is a permutation of the input array

48 pred post(a:array,result:array)

49 ⇔ isSorted(result,0,N-1)

50 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,result);

51

52 //invariant of the outer loop

53 // (*) elements to the left of i are sorted

54 // (*) elements right of i are unchanced

55 // (*) b is a permutation of a

56 pred inv_outer(a:array,b:array,i:Int[1,N-1+1])

57 ⇔ isSorted(b,0,i-1)

58 ∧ (i<N-1 ⇒ isPartEqual(a,b,i+1,N-1))

59 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b);

60

61 //termination term of the outer loop

62 // it terminates after at most N-1 iterations

63 fun termin_outer(i:Int[1,N-1+1]):index = N-i;

64
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65 //loop condition of the outer loop

66 pred loop_cond_outer(i:Int[1,N-1+1]) ⇔ i 6 N-1;

67

68 //post-Condition of the inner loop

69 // (*) elements left of i are sorted

70 // (*) elements right of i are unchanced

71 // (*) b is a permutation of a

72 pred post_inner(a:array,b:array,i:Int[1,N-1+1])

73 ⇔ isSorted(b,0,i)

74 ∧ (i+1 < N-1 ⇒ isPartEqual(a,b,i+1,N-1))

75 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b);

76

77 //invariant of the inner loop

78 // (*) elements left of j+1 are sorted

79 // (*) elements right of j+1 are sorted

80 // (*) j+1 is smaller as its right neighbour

81 // (*) the array without j+1 is sorted.

82 // (*) elements right of i are unchanced

83 // (*) b is a permutation of a

84 pred inv_inner(a:array,b:array,j:Int[-1,N-2],i:Int[1,N-1],

85 x:nat)

86 ⇔ j 6 i-1

87 ∧ x = b[j+1]

88 ∧ (j > 0 ⇒ isSorted(b,0,j))

89 ∧ (j+2 < i ⇒ isSorted(b,j+2,i))

90 ∧ (j+2 6 i ⇒ x < b[j+2])

91 ∧ (j+2 6 i ∧ j > 0 ⇒ b[j] 6 b[j+2])

92 ∧ (i+1 < N-1 ⇒ isPartEqual(a,b,i+1,N-1))

93 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b);

94

95 //termination term of the inner loop

96 // it terminates after at most N-1 iterations

97 fun termin_inner(j:Int[-1,N-1-1]):index = j+1;

98

99 //loop condition of the inner loop

100 pred loop_cond_inner(j:Int[-1,N-1-1],b:array,x:nat)

101 ⇔ j > 0 ∧ b[j] > x;

The main specifications are the pre- and post-condition of the outer loop.
For the inner loop we need to specify its own pre- and post-conditions. We
will need to derive separate verification conditions for the inner and the
outer loop.

To specify the invariant of the outer loop we can use the specification of
the post-condition and state that the array b is sorted up to i− 1. This gives
us the additional condition that all other elements should remain the same.
We denote this fact as the predicate isPartEqual.
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33 //isPartEqual(a:array,b:array,m:index,n:index)

34 // states if a and b from m to n are equal

35 pred isPartEqual(a:array,b:array,m:index,n:index)

36 ⇔ (∀i:index. (m 6 i ∧ i 6 n) ⇒ a[i] = b[i]);

The pre-condition of the inner loop is the invariant of the outer loop. The
post-condition of the inner loop is the invariant of the next iteration (the
invariant for i+ 1).

For the invariant of the inner loop we include all statements from the
invariant of the outer loop. Instead of saying the interval {0, ..., i} is sorted,
we now say that {0, ..., i}\{j+1} is sorted. The other statements do not change
though.

The termination term of both loops are straightforward: The outer loop
needs exactly N iterations. The inner loop needs at most i iterations.

4.1.2 Implementation for Recursive Lists

For recursive lists we can use the following implementation:

255 //insert(x:nat,a:list):list

256 // takes a element and inserts it into

257 // a sorted list, so that the resulting

258 // list is again sorted.

259 fun insert(x:nat,a:list):list

260 requires preInsert(x,a);

261 ensures postInsert(x,a,result);

262 decreases listLength(a);

263 = match a with

264 {

265 nil -> list!cons(x,a);

266 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

267 if elem > x then

268 list!cons(x,a)

269 else

270 list!cons(elem,insert(x,rem));

271 };

272

273 //insertionSort(a:list):list

274 // sorts a list

275 fun insertionSort(a:list):list

276 requires pre(a);

277 ensures post(a,result);

278 decreases termin(a);

279 = match a with

280 {

281 nil -> list!nil;
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282 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

283 insert(elem,insertionSort(rem));

284 };

This algorithm is specified/annotated with the help of the following predi-
cates:

113 //pre-Condition for insertionSort()

114 // (*) trivial

115 pred pre(a:list) ⇔ true;

116

117 //post-Condition for insertionSort()

118 // (*) result is sorted

119 // (*) result is a permutation of a

120 pred post(a:list,result:list)

121 ⇔ listLength(a) = listLength(result)

122 ∧ isSorted(result)

123 ∧ isPermutationOf(toArray(a),toArray(result));

124

125 //termination term for insertionSort()

126 // each recursion the array-size gets smaller

127 fun termin(a:list):N[N] = listLength(a);

128

129 //pre-Condition for insert()

130 // (*) a is sorted

131 pred preInsert(x:nat,a:list)

132 ⇔ listLength(a)<N

133 ∧ isSorted(a);

134

135 //post-Condition for insert()

136 // (*) result is sorted

137 // (*) result is a permutation of a

138 pred postInsert(x:nat,a:list,result:list)

139 ⇔ listLength(a)+1 = listLength(result)

140 ∧ isSorted(result)

141 ∧ isPermutationOf(toArray(list!cons(x,a)),toArray(result));

142

143 //termination term for insert()

144 // each recursion the array-size gets smaller

145 fun terminInsert(x:nat,a:list):N[N] = listLength(a);

Similar to the imperative variant, we have two functions that need to be
validated: insertionSort and insert. The pre- and post-condition are the
same as for the array-variant. In order to implement the isPermutationOf

predicate, we can only use an array and not a list. Therefore, we will for-
mulate a toArray function that takes a list of any length and returns an
equivalent array with a fixed length. In order to be sure that this function
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is well-defined we also introduce the counterpart toList that transforms
an array and a length into a list. We use the RISCAL system and a new
theorem to validate the identity of the two functions:

33 //toArray(a:list):array

34 // returns an array representation of a list

35 // empty slots get filled with 0.

36 proc toArray(a:list):array

37 {

38 var out:array := Array[N,nat](0);

39 var b:list := a;

40 for var i:Z[0,N-1+1] := 0; i < N; i := i+1 do

41 {

42 match b with

43 {

44 nil -> ;

45 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

46 {

47 out[i] := elem;

48 b := rem;

49 }

50 }

51 }

52 return out;

53 }

54

55 //toList(a:array,n:N[N]):list

56 // returns a list created by the last n elements of a

57 proc toList(a:array,n:N[N]):list

58 {

59 var out:list = list!nil;

60 for var i:Z[-1,N-1] := n-1; i > 0; i := i-1 do

61 {

62 out := list!cons(a[i],out);

63 }

64 return out;

65 }

102 theorem ListsAndArraysAreIsomorph()

103 ⇔ (∀a:list. a = toList(toArray(a),listLength(a)))

104 ∧ (∀a:array.a = toArray(toList(a,N)))

105 ∧ (

106 ∀a:list.isSorted(a)
107 ⇔ isSortedArray(toArray(a),listLength(a))

108 );
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We lose the length of the array when using the toArray function, therefore
the predicate isPermutationOf does no ensure that the input list and the
resulting list have the same length; to solve this problem, we add the con-
dition ListLength(a) = ListLength(b). For the pre-condition of the insert-
function we require the array to be sorted and the length to be smaller than
max-length. The post-condition is again the same as the invariant of i+ 1

for the array-variant.

4.2 stability of sorting algorithms

Additionally to the typical correctness conditions, for sorting algorithms
we can also require that the order of elements with the same sorting key is
preserved. An algorithm with this property is called “stable”.

In order to check this property we define the elements of an array as the
tuple of a key and an identifier.

1 type array = Array[N,Tuple[nat,nat]];

2

3 //pre-Condition

4 // (*) elements are unique

5 pred pre(a:array)

6 ⇔ ∀i:index.∀j:index.
7 a[i] = a[j] ⇒ i = j;

The uniqueness of the elements will be required in the pre-condition.
An algorithm can be checked for stability by checking if all results of the

algorithm have the following property.

1 //isStable(a:array,result:array)

2 // checks if a algorithm is stable.

3 pred isStable(a:array,result:array)

4 ⇔ ∀i1:index.∀j1:index.i1 < j1 ∧ a[i1].1 = a[j1].1

5 ⇒ ∀i2:index.∀j2:index.(
6 a[i1] = result[i2]

7 ∧ a[j1] = result[j2]

8 ⇒ i2 < j2

9 );

Once we know that the algorithm can ensure stability, we include it in the
post-conditions and derive verification conditions.

4.2.1 Stable Check of InsertionSort

We use a modified version of the variant for arrays.
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195 //proc insertionSort(a:array): array

196 // sorts an array

197 proc insertionSort(a:array): array

198 requires pre(a);

199 ensures post(a,result);

200 {

201 var b:array := a;

202 for var i:Int[1,N-1+1] := 1; i 6 N-1; i := i+1 do

203 invariant inv_outer(a,b,i);

204 decreases termin_outer(i);

205 {

206 var x:Tuple[nat,nat] := b[i];

207 for var j:Int[-1,N-1-1] := i-1; j > 0 ∧ b[j].1 > x.1; j := j-1 do

208 invariant inv_inner(a,b,j,i,x);

209 decreases termin_inner(j);

210 {

211 b[j+1] := b[j];

212 b[j] := x;

213 }

214 }

215 return b;

216 }

As expected, the original verification conditions are still valid. We can then
check that the insertion sort is stable, by testing if the isStable predicate
holds for the results of the implementation. This in fact the case. Therefore,
we can include the isStable predicate to the post-condition of the outer
loop. The resulting specifications are the following:

51 //pre-Condition

52 // (*) elements are unique

53 pred pre(a:array)

54 ⇔ ∀i:index.∀j:index.
55 a[i] = a[j] ⇒ i = j;

56

57 //post-Condition of the inner loop

58 // (*) resulting array is sorted

59 // (*) a is a permutation of the input array

60 // (*) result is stable

61 pred post(a:array,result:array)

62 ⇔ isSorted(result,0,N-1)

63 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,result)

64 ∧ isStable(a,result);

65

66 //invariant of the inner loop

67 // (*) elements to the left of i are sorted

68 // (*) elements right of i are unchanced
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69 // (*) b is a permutation of a

70 // (*) b is stable

71 pred inv_outer(a:array,b:array,i:Int[1,N-1+1])

72 ⇔ isSorted(b,0,i-1)

73 ∧ (i < N-1 ⇒ isPartEqual(a,b,i+1,N-1))

74 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b)

75 ∧ isStable(a,b);

76

77 //termination term of the outer loop

78 // it terminates after at most N-1 iterations

79 fun termin_outer(i:Int[1,N-1+1]):index = N-i;

80

81 //loop condition of the outer loop

82 pred loop_cond_outer(i:Int[1,N-1+1])

83 ⇔ i 6 N-1;

84

85 //post-Condition of the inner loop

86 // (*) elements left of i are sorted

87 // (*) elements right of i are unchanced

88 // (*) b is a permutation of a

89 pred post_inner(a:array,b:array,i:Int[1,N-1+1])

90 ⇔ isSorted(b,0,i)

91 ∧ (i+1 < N-1 ⇒ isPartEqual(a,b,i+1,N-1))

92 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b)

93 ∧ isStable(a,b);

94

95 //invariant of the inner loop

96 // (*) elements left of j+1 are sorted

97 // (*) elements right of j+1 are sorted

98 // (*) j+1 is smaller as its right neighbour

99 // (*) the array without j+1 is sorted.

100 // (*) elements right of i are unchanced

101 // (*) b is a permutation of a

102 pred inv_inner(a:array,b:array,j:Int[-1,N-2],i:Int[1,N-1],

103 x:Tuple[nat,index])

104 ⇔ j 6 i-1

105 ∧ x = b[j+1]

106 ∧ (j > 0 ⇒ isSorted(b,0,j))

107 ∧ (j+2 < i ⇒ isSorted(b,j+2,i))

108 ∧ (j+2 6 i ⇒ x.1 < b[j+2].1)

109 ∧ (j+2 6 i ∧ j > 0 ⇒ b[j].1 6 b[j+2].1)

110 ∧ (i+1<N-1 ⇒ isPartEqual(a,b,i+1,N-1))

111 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b);

112

113 //termination term of the inner loop

114 // it terminates after at most N-1 iterations

115 fun termin_inner(j:Int[-1,N-1-1]):index = j+1;
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116

117 //loop condition of the inner loop

118 pred loop_cond_inner(j:Int[-1,N-1-1],b:array,

119 x:Tuple[nat,nat])

120 ⇔ j > 0 ∧ b[j].1 > x.1;

These specifications are mostly the same as those of the array-variant. We
have only added the isStable check to the invariant and the post-condition
of the inner-loop.

4.3 outcome of the checks

For the array- and list-variants we have checked that the post-condition is
unique. Next we have validated that the specifications are not too strong by
checking all input using RISCAL. Finally, we have derived and validated
the verification conditions. They can now be used to fully prove the correct-
ness with respect to the specifications.

For the stable check we have verified that the pre-condition is not trivial
and that the post-condition is unique. Again we have checked whether the
specifications hold for all inputs and have derived verification conditions
that can further be used to prove the correctness.

4.4 conclusion

The InsertionSort is the first algorithm that consists of two nested loops. For
imperative algorithms we used two separate verification conditions. The
invariant of the outer loop acted as the pre-condition of the inner loop we
have therefore shown the relation between the two loops. For functional
algorithms we use functions instead of loops. The relation between the
functions is stated in the function specification of the outer function.
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Another stable sorting algorithm is called MergeSort. It utilizes the princi-
ple of dividing and conquering as follows:

1. Divide the array into sub-arrays of half size and sort each sub-array
recursively.

2. Merge the two sorted sub-arrays into a totally sorted array.

Before we validate this algorithm we will first look at the specification
and validation of the merge algorithm.

5.1 merge algorithm

The merge algorithm serves the following specification: Given two sorted
arrays, return the sorted array that contains all elements of both inputs (and
only these elements). In order for the algorithm to be useful when using it
in the MergeSort algorithm, we will need to implement it for arrays with
arbitrary length.

Merge Algorithm
Input : Two arrays a,b and two natural numbers sizea, sizeb
Output : An array c of size sizea + sizeb so that its the sorted equiva-
lent to the array containing all elements of a and b.

let keya := 0,keyb := 0

Loop from 0 to sizea + sizeb − 1 with index i

if a[keya] > b[keyb] then
c[i] := b[keyb]

keyb := keyb + 1

else
c[i] := b[keya]

keya := keya + 1

5.1.1 Implementation for Arrays

RISCAL only supports arrays with a fixed length, therefore we describe
dynamic arrays by an array of fixed length and a natural number less than
equal this length that denotes the number of elements considered in that
array; all subsequent elements are zero.
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5.1 merge algorithm

For arrays we implement the algorithm with a for-loop:

160 proc merge(a:array,b:array,size_a:Z[1,N],size_b:Z[1,N]):array

161 requires pre(a,b,size_a,size_b);

162 ensures post(a,b,size_a,size_b,result);

163 {

164 var key_a:N[N-1+1] := 0;

165 var key_b:N[N-1+1] := 0;

166 var out:array := Array[N,nat](0);

167 for var i:Z[0,N-1+1] := 0; i<size_a+size_b; i := i+1 do

168 decreases termin(i,size_a,size_b);

169 invariant inv(a,b,size_a,size_b,key_a,key_b,i,out);

170 {

171 if

172 key_a < size_a

173 ⇒ (key_b < size_b ∧ a[key_a] > b[key_b])

174 then

175 {

176 out[i] := b[key_b];

177 key_b := key_b+1;

178 }

179 else

180 {

181 out[i] := a[key_a];

182 key_a := key_a+1;

183 }

184 }

185 return out;

186 }

Its specification uses the following predicates:

52 //pre-Condition

53 // (*) a and b are sorted

54 pred pre(a:array,b:array,size_a:Z[1,N],size_b:Z[1,N])

55 ⇔ size_a+size_b 6 N

56 ∧ hasSize(a,size_a)

57 ∧ hasSize(b,size_b)

58 ∧ isSorted(a,0,size_a-1)

59 ∧ isSorted(b,0,size_b-1);

60

61 //post-Condition

62 // (*) result is a permutation of the joined array a+b

63 // (*) result is sorted

64 // (*) result is unique -> unused elements are 0

65 pred post(a:array,b:array,size_a:Z[1,N],size_b:Z[1,N],

66 result:array)

67 ⇔ (
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5.1 merge algorithm

68 ∃c:array.
69 isJoinedArray(a,b,size_a,size_b,c)

70 ∧ isPermutationOf(result,c)

71 )

72 ∧ isSorted(result,0,size_a+size_b-1)

73 ∧ hasSize(result,size_a+size_b);

74

75 //invariant

76 // (*)i is the sum of key_a and key_b

77 // (*)out is the perumtation of the joined parts a

78 // (0 to key_a)+b(0 to key_b)

79 // (*)out is (part) sorted

80 // (*)elements that are not yet merged are not smaller then

81 // elements that are already merged

82 pred inv(a:array,b:array,size_a:Z[1,N],size_b:Z[1,N],

83 key_a:N[N-1+1],key_b:N[N-1+1],i:N[N-1+1],out:array)

84 ⇔ i 6 size_a+size_b ∧ key_a 6 size_a ∧ key_b 6 size_b

85 ∧ i = key_a+key_b

86 ∧ (

87 ∃c:array.
88 isJoinedArray(a,b,key_a,key_b,c)

89 ∧ isPermutationOf(out,c)

90 )

91 ∧ (i > 0 => isSorted(out,0,i-1))

92 ∧ ∀j:index.if j > i then

93 out[j] = 0

94 else

95 (

96 (∀k:N[N-1].k < size_a ∧ k > key_a ⇒ out[j] 6 a[k])

97 ∧ (∀k:N[N-1].k < size_b ∧ k > key_b ⇒ out[j] 6 b[k])

98 );

99

100 //loop condition

101 pred loop_cond(i:Z[0,N-1+1],size_a:Z[1,N],size_b:Z[1,N])

102 ⇔ i < size_a+size_b;

103

104 //termination term

105 // lenth of the array

106 fun termin(i:N[N-1+1],size_a:Z[1,N],size_b:Z[1,N]):N[N+1]

107 = size_a+size_b-i;

The pre-condition states that both input arrays a,b are sorted. We already
know that the result will be a combined array, therefore it requires sizea +

sizeb 6 N. To avoid additional computational complexity we also state that
elements outside of the dynamic array are equal to 0 by using the hasSize

predicate:
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5.1 merge algorithm

47 //hasSize(a:array,size:N[N])

48 // state that all elements outside of the dynamic array are 0

49 pred hasSize(a:array,size:N[N])

50 ⇔ ∀i:index.i > size ⇒ a[i]=0;

The post condition is quite straightforward: We use the following predi-
cate to describe a joined array:

28 //isJoinedArray(a:array,b:array,size_a:N[N],size_b:N[N]

29 ,out:array)

30 // states if out is the array obtains by joining a and b.

31 pred isJoinedArray(a:array,b:array,size_a:N[N],size_b:N[N],

32 out:array)

33 ⇔ ∀i:index.if i < size_a then

34 out[i] = a[i]

35 else if i-size_a < size_b then

36 out[i] = b[i-size_a]

37 else

38 out[i] = 0;

The result must be a sorted permutation of an array c that satisfies
isJoinedArray(a,b, sizea, sizeb, c).

For the invariant we need to specify the relation between i,keya and keyb
as i = keya + keyb. We can model our resulting array as a dynamic array,
this gives us the second predicate: out is a permutation of the array c that
satisfies isJoinedArray(a,b,keya,keyb, c). Finally, we can specify that out is
sorted and that those elements that are not yet elements of out are greater
or equal to the elements in out.

The termination term is sizea + sizeb − i, the number of elements that
have not yet been merged.

5.1.2 Implementation for Recursive Lists

For recursive lists we replace the loop by the following recursive function
(which does not use the variables left, right):

187 fun merge(a:list,b:list):list

188 requires pre(a,b);

189 ensures post(a,b,result);

190 decreases termin(a,b);

191 = match a with

192 {

193 nil -> b;

194 cons(elem_a:nat,rem_a:list) ->

195 match b with

196 {
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5.1 merge algorithm

197 nil -> a;

198 cons(elem_b:nat,rem_b:list) ->

199 if elem_a < elem_b then

200 list!cons(elem_a,merge(rem_a,b))

201 else

202 list!cons(elem_b,merge(a,rem_b));

203 };

204 };

This algorithm has the following specification:

95 //pre-Condition

96 // (*) a and b are sorted

97 // (*) the length of the combined list a+b is not bigger N

98 pred pre(a:list,b:list)

99 ⇔ isSorted(a)

100 ∧ isSorted(b)

101 ∧ listLength(a)+listLength(b) 6 N;

102

103 //post-Condition

104 // (*) result is a permutation of the list (a,b)

105 // (*) result is sorted

106 pred post(a:list,b:list,result:list)

107 ⇔ listLength(result) = listLength(a) + listLength(b)

108 ∧ isPermutationOf(toArray(result),toArray(append(a,b)))

109 ∧ isSorted(result);

110

111 //termination term

112 // lenth of the list

113 fun termin(a:list,b:list):N[N+1]

114 = listLength(a) + listLength(b);

The pre-condition is in its essence the same as for arrays: sizea, sizeb are
now listLength(a), listLength(b). The post-condition is also the same: we
specify that the resulting length should be the sum of the lengths of origi-
nal lists. Instead of isJoinedArray we use the function append that concate-
nates one lists with another.

55 //append(a:list,b:list)

56 // appends b to a

57 fun append(a:list,b:list):list

58 decreases listLength(a);

59 = match a with

60 {

61 nil -> b;

62 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->
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5.2 mergesort

63 list!cons(elem,append(rem,b));

64 };

This function is typically implemented in languages that have lists as a
basic type. We know the function will iterate over every element, therefore
the termination term is listLength(a) + listLength(b).

5.2 mergesort

The MergeSort can be implemented either by starting with the full array (re-
cursive “Top-Down”) or with dynamic arrays of length 1 (iterative “Bottom-
Up”).

5.2.1 Implementation for Arrays

The two implementations are the following:

189 // implementation of the Top-Down variant

190 fun mergeSortRec(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1]):array

191 requires pre(a,begin,end);

192 ensures post(a,begin,end,result);

193 decreases termin(a,begin,end);

194 = if end = begin then

195 Array[N,nat](0)

196 else if (end-begin = 1) then

197 mergeSortRec(a,begin,begin) with [0] = a[begin]

198 else

199 merge(

200 mergeSortRec(a,begin,(begin+end)/2),

201 mergeSortRec(a,(begin+end)/2,end),

202 (begin+end)/2-begin,

203 end-(begin+end)/2

204 );

205 fun mergeSort(a:array):array

206 = mergeSortRec(a,0,N);

We can now specify the algorithm.

87 //pre-Condition

88 // (*) trivial

89 pred pre(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1])

90 ⇔ begin 6 end;

91

92 //post-Condition

93 // (*) resulting array is sorted

94 // (*) result is a permutation of a
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5.2 mergesort

95 pred post(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1],result:array)

96 ⇔ hasSize(result,end-begin)

97 ∧ (

98 end > begin ⇒
99 (

100 isSorted(result,0,end-begin-1)

101 ∧ isPartlyPermutationOf(a,result,begin,0,end-begin)

102 )

103 );

104

105 //termination term of the outer loop

106 // the difference between begin and end gets reduced each

107 // iteration

108 fun termin(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1]):N[N-1+1]

109 = end-begin;

Here we describe a sub-array as a dynamic array with a begin and an end

index. If begin is zero and end is the length of the array, this indicates that
the array has full size. This way all sub-arrays can be stored in one array
(so called “in-place” sorting). For the post-conditions we have the general
specification for a sorting algorithm. The termination term is the length of
the array.

Additionally we have implemented the “bottom-up” variant.

208 //mergeSortBottomUp(a:array):array

209 // implementation of the Bottom-Up variant

210 proc mergeSortBottomUp(a:array):array

211 {

212 var arrays:Array[N,array] := Array[N,array](Array[N,nat](0));

213 for var i:N[N-1+1] := 0; i < N;i := i+1 do

214 arrays[i][0] := a[i];

215 //length of arrays in var arrays

216 var sizes:Array[N,N[N]] := Array[N,N[N]](1);

217 var counter:N[N] := N; //length of Arrays

218

219 while counter > 1 do

220 {

221 val old_counter := counter;

222 for var i:N[N-1+1] := 0; i < old_counter/2; i := i+1 do

223 {

224 arrays[i] := merge(

225 arrays[i*2],arrays[i*2+1],sizes[i*2],sizes[i*2+1]

226 );

227 sizes[i] := sizes[i*2]+sizes[i*2+1];

228 counter := counter-1;

229 }

230 if old_counter%2 = 1 then
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5.2 mergesort

231 {

232 arrays[counter-1] := arrays[old_counter-1];

233 sizes[counter-1] := sizes[old_counter-1];

234 }

235 }

236 return arrays[0];

237 }

This variant uses a counter in order to check if there are uneven numbers of
sub-arrays: If so the last sub-array gets added. This makes it very inefficient.
We will not validate the algorithm but only show that its equivalent to the
previous implementation:

239 //mergeSortEquivalence()

240 // BottomUp and TopDown are equivalent

241 theorem mergeSortEquivalence()

242 ⇔ ∀a:array.mergeSortBottomUp(a) = mergeSort(a);

5.2.2 Implementation for Recursive Lists

The implementation for recursive list is as follows:

240 fun mergeSort(a:list):list

241 requires pre(a);

242 ensures post(a,result);

243 decreases termin(a);

244 = match a with

245 {

246 nil -> a;

247 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

248 match rem with

249 {

250 nil -> a;

251 cons(elem2:nat,rem2:list) ->

252 merge(

253 mergeSort(split(a).1),

254 mergeSort(split(a).2)

255 );

256 };

257 };

For recursive lists we have the following specification:

134 //pre-Condition

135 // (*) true

136 pred pre(a:list) ⇔ true;

137
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5.3 outcome of the checks

138 //post-Condition

139 // (*) result is sorted

140 // (*) result is a permutation of a

141 pred post(a:list,result:list)

142 ⇔ listLength(a) = listLength(result)

143 ∧ isSorted(result)

144 ∧ isPermutationOf(toArray(a),toArray(result));

145

146 //termination term for the merge sort algorithm

147 // lenth of the list

148 fun termin(a:list):N[N+1] = listLength(a);

The conditions remain the same.

5.3 outcome of the checks

First we have used RISCAL to check that the specification of the merge
algorithms are not too strong and that the “result” is uniquely defined.
Then we have formulated and checked the verification conditions which
can be subsequently used to prove the correctness of the algorithm.

For the Merge algorithm, the pre-condition for the array-version is not
trivial. Storing all sub-arrays in one array requires that begin and end ac-
tually are at the beginning and the end of the sub-array. The variant for
recursive lists is not an “in-place” sorting algorithm, as this would not be
feasible for recursive lists. This provides us in return a trivial pre-condition.

Next we have checked that the sorting algorithms satisfy their specifi-
cations and return unique results. We have also formulated and checked
the verification conditions that imply the correctness of the algorithm. All
checks where done for lists of size N = 4 or smaller. Checking the correct-
ness of the specification and the algorithm were done with an upper bound
of 2 for all elements. All checked needed less than a minute.

Finally we have also checked that our implementations are stable. We
have added the predicate of unique values in the pre-condition and the
predicate of stability in the post-condition. The modified specification was
then validated the same way as before and the new verification conditions
have been derived.

5.4 conclusion

The use of dynamic arrays has proven to be essential, not only for the im-
plementation in RISCAL but also for the in-place variant (the top-down
variant for arrays) of the MergeSort. The specifications needed to also in-
clude predicates about the dynamic arrays. This shows that trivial seaming
details, like begin 6 end, are essential to the validity of a specification.
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6 Q U I C K S O RT

The QuickSort algorithm is, as the name suggests, faster than the Merge
Sort algorithm. Both have a an symbolic time complexity of O(n logn),
but the QuickSort algorithm beats the MergeSort by the leading constant
[SW16]. It also utilizes the “divide and conquer”-principle but optimizes
the dividing process instead of the conquering/merging part.

QuickSort Algorithm
Input : an arbitrary array.
Output : a sorted permutation of the input.

• Pick a pivot element (any element in the array e.g. the last one)

• Partition the array into two sub-arrays: One for all elements
smaller or equal and one for all elements bigger than the pivot
element.

• Apply the algorithm to both sub-arrays and join them together.

Same as for the MergeSort algorithm we will first validate the auxiliary
algorithm (partitioning).

6.1 partitioning algorithm

The variant for arrays will be again an in-place implementation where both
sub-arrays are part of the same array, thus we can later skip the joining.

Partitioning Algorithm
Input : An array a with indices begin and end

Output : An array b which is a permutation of a and an index pivot,
so that all elements of b with index in [begin,pivot] are smaller
or equal b[pivot], elements in (pivot, enda) are bigger then b[pivot]

and a[end− 1] = b[pivot]; all elements of b with indices outside
of [begin, end] are the same as in a.

let b := a

let pivot := end− 1

Loop while i < pivot with i := begin

if b[i] > b[pivot] then
rotate: b[i]→ b[pivot]→ b[pivot− 1]→ b[i]

pivot := pivot -1
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6.1 partitioning algorithm

else
i := i+1

return 〈b,pivot〉

6.1.1 Implementation for Arrays

For arrays, we can implement the algorithm as follows:

147 proc partitioning(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1]):ret

148 requires pre(a,begin,end);

149 ensures post(a,begin,end,result);

150 {

151 var out:ret := 〈array:a,pivot:end-1〉;
152 var i:index := begin;

153 while i < out.pivot do

154 decreases termin(i,out.pivot);

155 invariant inv(a,begin,end,out,i);

156 {

157 if out.array[i] > a[end-1] then

158 {

159 out.array[out.pivot] := out.array[i];

160 out.pivot := out.pivot-1;

161 out.array[i] := out.array[out.pivot];

162 out.array[out.pivot] := a[end-1];

163 }

164 else

165 i := i+1;

166 }

167 return out;

168 }

This implementation satisfies the following specifications:

32 //pre-Condition

33 // (*) trivial

34 pred pre(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1])

35 ⇔ begin < end;

36

37 //post-Condition

38 // (*) result.1 is a permutation of a

39 // (*) outside [begin,end) result and a are the same

40 // (*) in the interval, smaller and equal elements are left

41 // of result.2,higher elements are right of result.2

42 pred post(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1],result:ret)

43 ⇔ isPermutationOf(a,result.array)

44 ∧ result.array[result.pivot] = a[end-1]

45 ∧ begin 6 result.pivot ∧ result.pivot < end
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46 ∧ ∀i:index.if i < begin then

47 result.array[i] = a[i]

48 else if i < result.pivot then

49 result.array[i] 6 result.array[result.pivot]

50 else if i = result.pivot then

51 true

52 else if i < end then

53 result.array[i] > result.array[result.pivot]

54 else

55 result.array[i] = a[i];

56

57 //invariant

58 // (*) out.1 is a permutation of a

59 // (*) elements between out.2 and end are higher then out.2

60 // (*) elements between begin and k are smaller then out.2

61 // (*) all other elements stay the same.

62 pred inv(a:array,begin:index,end:N[N-1+1],out:ret,i:index)

63 ⇔ i 6 out.pivot

64 ∧ out.pivot < end

65 ∧ begin 6 i

66 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,out.array)

67 ∧ (

68 ∀k:index.if k > end-1 then

69 out.array[k] = a[k]

70 else if k > out.pivot then

71 out.array[k] > out.array[out.pivot]

72 else if k = out.pivot then

73 out.array[k]=a[end-1]

74 else if k > i then

75 out.array[k] = a[k]

76 else if k = i then

77 true

78 else if k > begin then

79 out.array[k] 6 out.array[out.pivot]

80 else

81 out.array[k] = a[k]

82 );

83

84 //loop condition

85 pred loop_cond(i:index,out:ret)

86 ⇔ i < out.pivot;

87

88 //termination term of the outer loop

89 // the difference between i and j:=out.2,the pivot element

90 fun termin(i:index,j:index):N[N-1+1] = j-i+1;
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6.1 partitioning algorithm

The post-conditions includes conditions that we have already discussed:
Permutation, elements left of pivot are smaller or equal, elements to the
right are bigger. We also need so specify the relation between pivot and
begin, end namely: begin 6 pivot 6 pivot < end as well as that all elements
outside [begin, end) have not changed.

The invariant has the same conditions but also states that elements in
(i,pivot) have not changed. The termination term is the difference between
i and the index of the pivot element. From the implementation we see that
either i increases or pivot decreases. At the point where the loop terminates,
i equals pivot.

6.1.2 Implementation for Recursive Lists

For recursive lists the value for which we partition the lists must be given.
Typically, this will be the first element of the original list. Instead of rotating
the elements as we have done in the in-place variant, we will now use two
lists and append the element to the corresponding lists. This will give use
a trivial pre-condition as the in-place variant requires the relation between
begin and end. The resulting algorithm is the following:

175 fun partitioning(a:list, pivot:nat):ret

176 requires pre(a,pivot);

177 ensures post(a,pivot,result);

178 decreases termin(a,pivot);

179 = match a with

180 {

181 nil -> 〈a,a〉;
182 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

183 let

184 lists = partitioning(rem,pivot)

185 in

186 if elem 6 pivot then

187 〈lists.1,list!cons(elem,lists.2)〉
188 else

189 〈list!cons(elem,lists.1),lists.2〉;
190 };

The corresponding specifications are as follows:

103 //pre-Condition

104 // (*) trivial

105 pred pre(a:list, pivot:nat)

106 ⇔ true;

107

108 //post-Condition

109 // (*) a is a permutation of result.1+2
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110 // (*) elements in result.1 are smaller or equal then the

111 // pivot element

112 // (*) elements in result.2 are bigger then the pivot

113 // element

114 pred post(a:list, pivot:nat, result:ret)

115 ⇔ listLength(a) = listLength(result.1) + listLength(result.2)

116 ∧ isPermutationOf(

117 toArray(a),toArray(append(result.1,result.2))

118 )

119 ∧ elementsAreSmallerEqual(result.2,pivot)

120 ∧ elementsAreLarger(result.1,pivot);

121

122 //termination term

123 // each recursion the array-size gets smaller

124 fun termin(a:list, pivot:nat):N[N] = listLength(a);

In the specification i used a function called append:

34 //append(a:list,b:list)

35 // appends b to a

36 fun append(a:list,b:list):list

37 decreases listLength(a);

38 = match a with

39 {

40 nil -> b;

41 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) -> list!cons(elem,append(rem,b));

42 };

This predicate is typically already implemented in any language that has
lists as a basic type.

6.1.3 Implementation for Linked Lists

The implementation of the linked list variant was done after most of the
other implementations in this chapter. At that time the version 2 of RISCAL
was just released. We can now write the implementation and the specifi-
cation in one function and have the verification condition automatically
generated.

93 fun partitioning(rem:pointer,end:pointer,pivot:pointer,

94 s:store):ret

95 requires

96 leadsTo(end,N,s)

97 ∧ leadsTo(rem,end,s)

98 ∧ leadsTo(pivot,rem,s)

99 ∧ ( ∀c:pointer.c < null

100 ∧ leadsTo(pivot,c,s)
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101 ∧ leadsTo(c,rem,s)

102 ∧ c 6= pivot ∧ c 6= rem

103 ⇒ s[c].head > s[pivot].head

104 )

105 ∧ (pivot = end ⇒ rem = end);

106 ensures

107 isStorePermutationOf(s,result.store)

108 ∧ leadsTo(pivot,end,result.store)

109 ∧ (

110 ∀c:pointer.c < null ∧ s[c] 6= result.store[c]

111 ⇒ leadsTo(pivot,c,s) ∧ leadsTo(c,end,s)

112 )

113 ∧ isPermutationOf(

114 toArray(pivot,end,s),toArray(pivot,end,result.store)

115 )

116 ∧ listLength(pivot,end,s)

117 = listLength(pivot,end,result.store)

118 ∧ (

119 if pivot 6= end then

120 result.pivot 6= null

121 ∧ pivot 6= null

122 ∧ result.store[result.pivot].head = s[pivot].head

123 else

124 result.pivot = end

125 )

126 ∧ (

127 pivot 6= null

128 ⇒ ( ∀c:pointer.c < null

129 ∧ leadsTo(pivot,c,result.store)

130 ∧ leadsTo(result.store[c].tail,end,result.store)

131 ⇒ if leadsTo(c,result.pivot,result.store) then

132 result.store[c].head 6 s[pivot].head

133 else

134 result.store[c].head > s[pivot].head

135 )

136 );

137 decreases

138 listLength(rem,end,s);

139 = if rem = end then

140 〈store:s,pivot:pivot〉
141 else if rem 6= pivot ⇒ s[rem].head > s[pivot].head then

142 partitioning(s[rem].tail,end,pivot,s)

143 else

144 partitioning(

145 s[rem].tail,end,s[pivot].tail,

146 s

147 with [rem]
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148 = 〈head:s[s[pivot].tail].head,tail:s[rem].tail〉
149 with [s[pivot].tail]

150 = 〈head:s[pivot].head,tail:s[s[pivot].tail].tail〉
151 with [pivot]

152 = 〈head:s[rem].head,tail:s[pivot].tail〉
153 );

This implementation is again sorting in place but its also recursive. We note
that the variable i from the array-version is equivalent to s[rem].head. We
can also note that elements left of pivot will not chance anymore. Because
we are using a list, our pivot element will be the first element in the list.
This leads to the recursive variant as seen above.

For the pre-condition we first give the relation between pivot, rem and
end: pivot leads to rem, which leads to end. Next we state that element
between pivot and rem are bigger than s[pivot].head.

For the post-condition we first state the store and the list at the original
pointer are both permutations of the originals. This is equivalent to show-
ing that a recursive list is a permutation of another. Same as for a recursive
list we need to also show that the lengths of the lists are the same. The
predicate isStorePermutationOf will only check if the heads are the same:

72 //isStorePermutationOf(a:store,b:store)

73 // states if a is a permutation of b

74 pred isStorePermutationOf(a:store,b:store)

75 ⇔ ∃p:Array[N,index].
76 (∀i:index,j:index. i 6= j ⇒ p[i] 6= p[j])

77 ∧ (

78 ∀i:index. a[i].head = b[p[i]].head

79 ∧ a[i].tail = b[i].tail

80 );

Finally, the post-condition, which states that the head of the pointer pivot

does not chance and that elements “left” of pivot are smaller or equal and
elements “right” are bigger.

The implemented function is a tail-recursive function, making it possible
to implement the same algorithm imperatively.

72 //****************************************
73 // IMPLEMENTATION

74 //

75 // Preconditions

76 // (*) a is a linked list and end is in a.

77 //

78 // Postconditions

79 // (*) resulting store is a permutation

80 // (*) pivot is still a linked lists in the new store
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81 // (*) all chances happen in the linked list, between pivot

82 // and end

83 // (*) resulting pivot is a permutation

84 // (*) the head of the pivot has not chanced (if there was

85 // a head to begin with)

86 //

87 // Invariant

88 // (*) resulting store is a permutation

89 // (*) pivot is still a linked lists in the new store

90 // (*) all chances happen in the linked list, between pivot

91 // and end

92 // (*) resulting list is a permutation

93 // (*) the head of the pivot has not chanced (if there was

94 // a head to begin with)

95 //

96 // Termination Term

97 // the length of the list from pointer rem to pointer end

98 //****************************************
99 proc partitioningLoop(a:pointer,end:pointer,s:store):ret

100 requires

101 leadsTo(end,null,s)

102 ∧ leadsTo(a,end,s);

103 ensures

104 isStorePermutationOf(s,result.store)

105 ∧ leadsTo(a,end,result.store)

106 ∧ (

107 ∀c:pointer.c < null ∧ s[c] 6= result.store[c]

108 ⇒ leadsTo(a,c,s) ∧ leadsTo(c,end,s)

109 )

110 ∧ isPermutationOf(

111 toArray(a,end,s),toArray(a,end,result.store)

112 )

113 ∧ listLength(a,end,s)

114 = listLength(a,end,result.store)

115 ∧ (

116 if a 6= end then

117 result.pivot 6= null

118 ∧ result.store[result.pivot].head = s[a].head

119 else

120 result.pivot = end

121 )

122 ∧ (

123 a 6= null

124 ⇒ ( ∀c:pointer.c < null

125 ∧ leadsTo(a,c,result.store)

126 ∧ leadsTo(result.store[c].tail,end,result.store)

127 ⇒ if leadsTo(c,result.pivot,result.store) then
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128 result.store[c].head 6 s[a].head

129 else

130 result.store[c].head > s[a].head

131 )

132 );

133 {

134 var out:ret := 〈store:s,pivot:end〉;
135 if a 6= end then

136 {

137 var i:pointer := s[a].tail;

138 out.pivot := a;

139 out.store := s;

140 while i 6= end do

141 invariant

142 isStorePermutationOf(s,out.store)

143 ∧ leadsTo(end,null,out.store)

144 ∧ leadsTo(i,end,out.store)

145 ∧ leadsTo(out.pivot,i,out.store)

146 ∧ leadsTo(a,out.pivot,out.store)

147 ∧ out.pivot 6= end

148 ∧ (

149 ∀c:pointer.c < null ∧ s[c] 6= out.store[c]

150 ⇒ leadsTo(a,c,s) ∧ leadsTo(c,end,s)

151 )

152 ∧ isPermutationOf(

153 toArray(a,end,s),toArray(a,end,out.store)

154 )

155 ∧ listLength(a,end,s)

156 = listLength(a,end,out.store)

157 ∧ (out.store[out.pivot].head = s[a].head

158 )

159 ∧ (out.store[out.pivot].tail 6= end ⇒ i 6= out.pivot)

160 ∧ (

161 a 6= null

162 ⇒ ( ∀c:pointer.c < null

163 ∧ leadsTo(a,c,out.store)

164 ∧ leadsTo(out.store[c].tail,i,out.store)

165 ⇒ if leadsTo(c,out.pivot,out.store) then

166 out.store[c].head 6 s[a].head

167 else

168 out.store[c].head > s[a].head

169 )

170 );

171 decreases

172 listLength(i,end,s);

173 {

174 if
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6.2 quicksort algorithm

175 i 6= out.pivot ∧ out.store[i].head

176 6 out.store[out.pivot].head

177 then

178 {

179 var temp:nat := out.store[i].head;

180 out.store[i].head

181 := out.store[out.store[out.pivot].tail].head;

182 out.store[out.store[out.pivot].tail].head

183 := out.store[out.pivot].head;

184 out.store[out.pivot].head := temp;

185 out.pivot := out.store[out.pivot].tail;

186 };

187 i := out.store[i].tail;

188 };

189 };

190 return out;

191 }

For the invariant we first of all specify that the resulting store is a permu-
tation of the original and that a is a list containing pivot, i as well as end.
Next we specify that as long as the loop is running, the list starting with
pivot and ending with end is not empty. Next we specify that all chances
in the store are found in the list a. To narrow down the allowed chances we
also require the resulting list a to be a permutation of the original. Finally,
we add that the value of pivot is defined as the first element of the original
list a and that in the resulting list elements that have already been consid-
ered are smaller or equal to pivot if they are in front of pivot and larger if
not.

6.2 quicksort algorithm

We can now use the partitioning algorithm to formulate our algorithm.
The QuickSort algorithm has trivial pre-conditions if we ignore the require-
ments for a well formed linked list. Same as for all previous sorting algo-
rithms the post-condition is unique.

6.2.1 Implementation for Arrays

For arrays we implement the “in-place” variant.

168 fun quickSortRec(a:array,begin:N[N-1+1],end:Z[-1,N-1+1]):array

169 requires pre(a,begin,end);

170 ensures post(a,begin,end,result);

171 decreases termin(a,begin,end);

172 = if begin < end then
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173 let

174 part = partitioning(a,begin,end),

175 b = quickSortRec(part.array,part.pivot+1,end),

176 c = quickSortRec(b,begin,part.pivot)

177 in

178 c

179 else

180 a;

181 fun quickSort(a:array):array = quickSortRec(a,0,N);

We can also formulate the specification of the algorithm.

59 //pre-Condition

60 // (*) trivial

61 pred pre(a:array,begin:N[N-1+1],end:Z[-1,N-1+1])

62 ⇔ true;

63

64 //post-Condition

65 // (*) resulting array is sorted

66 // (*) result is a permutation of a

67 pred post(a:array,begin:N[N-1+1],end:Z[-1,N-1+1],

68 result:array)

69 ⇔ isPermutationOf(a,result)

70 ∧ (

71 begin < N ∧ end > 0 ∧ begin < end

72 ⇒ isSorted(result,begin,end-1)

73 )

74 ∧ (

75 ∀i:index. (i < begin ⇒ a[i] = result[i])

76 ∧ (i > end ⇒ a[i] = result[i])

77 );

78

79 //termination term of the outer loop

80 // the difference between i and j:=out.2,the pivot element

81 fun termin(a:array,begin:N[N-1+1],end:Z[-1,N-1+1]):N[N-1+2]

82 = if begin < end then end-begin+1 else 0;

For the termination term we use the difference between begin and end. In
the case that begin is not smaller than end, the termination term would not
decrease. To avoid this special case we define the termination term as 0 if
begin = end.

6.2.2 Implementation for Recursive Lists

For lists, we have a way to optimize the algorithm such that we do not need
to define the append function. This can be done by giving the function one
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6.2 quicksort algorithm

more argument and to then carry that argument recursively to the end of
the list, where it gets added. We define this variant as “qSort” and write
separate specifications for it.

292 fun quickSort(a:list):list

293 requires pre(a);

294 ensures post(a,result);

295 decreases termin(a);

296 = match a with

297 {

298 nil -> a;

299 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

300 let

301 lists = partitioning(rem,elem)

302 in

303 append(

304 quickSort(lists.2),

305 list!cons(elem,quickSort(lists.1))

306 );

307 };

308

309 fun qSort(a:list,b:list):list

310 requires pre2(a,b);

311 ensures post2(a,b,result);

312 decreases termin(a);

313 = match a with

314 {

315 nil -> b;

316 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

317 let

318 lists = partitioning(rem,elem)

319 in

320 qSort(

321 lists.2,

322 list!cons(elem,qSort(lists.1,b))

323 );

324 };

We can validate that these algorithms are equivalent with respect to the
model.

167 //quickSortEquivalence()

168 // quickSort and qSort are equivalent

169 theorem quickSortEquivalence()

170 ⇔ ∀a:list.quickSort(a) = qSort(a,list!nil);

The specification of the “qSort”-variant is an extension of the original:
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136 //pre-Condition

137 // (*) true

138 pred pre(a:list) ⇔ true;

139

140 //post-Condition

141 // (*) result is sorted

142 // (*) result is a permutation of a

143 pred post(a:list,result:list)

144 ⇔ listLength(a) = listLength(result)

145 ∧ isSorted(result)

146 ∧ isPermutationOf(toArray(a),toArray(result));

147

148 //termination term

149 // each recursion the array-size gets smaller

150 fun termin(a:list):N[N] = listLength(a);

151

152 //pre-Condition for the qSort-Variant

153 // (*) b is sorted

154 // (*) elements in a are smaller or equal then the

155 // smallest element in b

156 pred pre2(a:list,b:list)

157 ⇔ pre(a)

158 ∧ listLength(a)+listLength(b) 6 N

159 ∧ isSorted(b)

160 ∧ match b with

161 {

162 nil -> true;

163 cons(elem:nat,rem:list) ->

164 elementsAreSmallerEqual(a,elem);

165 };

166

167 //post-Condition for the qSort-Variant

168 // (*) result is sorted

169 // (*) result is a permutation of a+b

170 pred post2(a:list,b:list,result:list)

171 ⇔ post(append(a,b),result);

The pre-condition of the “qSort” variant states that the length of both lists
together should not exceed the maximal length N given by RISCAL and
the second argument should be a sorted list. For the post-condition of the
“qSort” variant we consider the original post condition for the joined list.
Regarding the other specifications they are the same as the ones we defined
for a general sorting algorithm.
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6.2.3 Implementation for Linked Lists

For linked Lists as well as for all following algorithms we use RISCAL2.

138 fun quickSortRec(rem:pointer,end:pointer,s:store):store

139 requires

140 leadsTo(end,N,s)

141 ∧ leadsTo(rem,end,s);

142 ensures

143 isStorePermutationOf(s,result)

144 ∧ (

145 ∀c:pointer.c<null ∧ s[c] 6= result[c]

146 => leadsTo(rem,c,s)∧leadsTo(c,end,s)

147 )

148 ∧ leadsTo(end,N,result)

149 ∧ leadsTo(rem,end,result)

150 ∧ isPermutationOf(

151 toArray(rem,end,s),toArray(rem,end,result)

152 )

153 ∧ listLength(rem,end,s) = listLength(rem,end,result)

154 ∧ isSorted(rem,end,result);

155 decreases

156 listLength(rem,end,s);

157 = if rem = end then

158 s

159 else

160 let

161 pivot = partitioning(rem,end,rem,s).pivot,

162 newS = partitioning(rem,end,rem,s).store

163 in

164 quickSortRec(

165 rem,

166 pivot,

167 quickSortRec(newS[pivot].tail,end,newS)

168 );

169 fun quickSort(a:pointer,s:store):store

170 requires

171 leadsTo(a,N,s);

172 = quickSortRec(a,N,s);

The implementation is done the same way as for arrays with the difference
that we do not need begin and that end is not an index anymore but a
pointer. The pre-condition states that end is an element in the list with the
pointer rem. Most noticeable in the post-condition is the statement that all
chances in the store are happening in the list. All the other conditions are
essentially the same as the onces from the implementation for arrays. The
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definition of isSorted as well as listLength have chanced, so that they work
for linked lists as well:

107 //isSorted(a:list,end:pointer,s:store)

108 // returns if all elements of a are sorted

109 pred isSorted(a:pointer,end:pointer,s:store)

110 decreases listLength(a,N,s);

111 ⇔ if a = end then

112 true

113 else if s[a].tail = end then

114 true

115 else

116 s[s[a].tail].head > s[a].head

117 ∧ isSorted(s[a].tail,end,s);

26 //listLengthOfList(a:pointer,s:store):N[N]

27 // returns the length of the pointer list a

28 fun lengthOfLinkedListRec(a:pointer,s:store,out:N[N]):N[N]

29 decreases N-out;

30 = if a = null then

31 out

32 else

33 lengthOfLinkedListRec(s[a].tail,s,out+1);

34 fun lengthOfLinkedList(a:pointer,s:store):N[N]

35 = lengthOfLinkedListRec(a,s,0);

36

37 fun listLength(a:pointer,end:pointer,s:store):N[N]

38 = lengthOfLinkedList(a,s)-lengthOfLinkedList(end,s);

6.3 outcome of the checks

We specified the different variants of the partitioning algorithm, validated
them for the model and finally formulated the verification conditions (these
are now generateable with the second version of RISCAL, which we have
already used for the implementation for linked lists).

Likewise we specified the various variant of the sorting algorithm and
checked them by using RISCAL. We successfully derived the verification
conditions (as in the case of linked lists, we used the second version of
RISCAL which derived them automatically). These can now be used to
formally prove the algorithm.

For the checks of the implementations for arrays and recursive lists, we
used a maximal length N = 4 and an upper bound of M = 2 for the ele-
ments. Checks regarding arrays and recursive lists were all executed within
a minute. For linked lists we checked if the specifications hold for a store
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of size N = 4 and then started validating them using the built-in feature
of RISCAL. For some parts like, checking the correctness of the result, the
process took too long, and we reduced N to 3 to decrease the time to about
two minutes.

6.4 conclusion

The specification of the partitioning algorithm for arrays and recursive lists
turned out to be quite straight forward whereas the specification for linked
lists was the exact opposite. The main problem was to understand how
to model the store as a mutable object. This meant that the information
of the list was passed with the store and the pointers were useless (or
invalid) with a wrong or missing store. Another obstacle was the role of
the pivot-pointer. Although in an array-representation pivot symbolized
the divide between smaller/equal elements and larger elements, now the
pointer actually symbolized the start of the list. This meant that one could
not specify anything regarding the elements that were smaller or equal than
pivot and already sorted out. By negating the statement and saying "all
changes are located in the resulting list and the list with the pointer pivot

contains exclusively all elements that are larger" the algorithm can still be
specified. This second obstacle turned out to be trivial for the imperative
variant.
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7 H E A P S O RT

For our last sorting algorithm we look at HeapSort and its sub-function
Heapify. The general idea is to use a Max-Heap data structure. A Max-
Heap is a binary tree, where every node is greater or equal than its chil-
dren. We can then take the root node (equal to the highest value in the tree)
and replace it with an arbitrary one (which invalidates the Max-Heap defi-
nition). Once we have derived a new Max-Heap from this new tree, we can
repeat the process. The function that takes a binary tree, where only the top
layer is not a Max-Heap and returns a full Max-Heap is called a Heapify-
function. We do not need to introduce a new datatype: binary trees can be
represented as single arrays.

HeapSort Algorithm
Input : an arbitrary array.
Output : a sorted permutation of the input

Create a Max-Heap from the array
Loop while the heap is not empty

swap the first element with the last one
remove the last element
heapify the remaining array

We will use a dynamic array for the implementation. This way removing
the last element is equivalent to reducing the size of the array by one. For
a given element at position i in our array the children of that element are
now defined as the elements at positions 2 · i+ 1 and 2 · i+ 2.

7.1 heapify

The Heapify-algorithm requires that the two subtrees of the root are al-
ready Max-Heaps. The algorithm swaps the top element with the greater
one of its children and then goes recursively down the corresponding sub-
tree. If the top element is greater than both children, the algorithm stops.

Heapify Algorithm
Input : a tree a where the subtrees are Max-Heaps
Output : a Max-Heap permutation of the input
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let largest = max(root, leftchild, rightchild)
if (largest 6= root)

swap largest with root

apply the algorithm to the tree starting at root

We can now implement that algorithm using RISCAL.

78 fun heapify(a:array, size:N[N], root:index):array

79 requires

80 root < size

81 ∧ (2*root+1 < size ⇒ isMaxHeap(a,size,2*root+1))

82 ∧ (2*root+2 < size ⇒ isMaxHeap(a,size,2*root+2));

83 ensures

84 isMaxHeap(result,size,root)

85 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,result)

86 ∧ ∀i:index.i > size ⇒ a[i] = result[i]

87 ∧ (∀j:index. a[j] 6= result[j] ⇒ leadsTo(root,j));

88 decreases

89 N-root;

90 =

91 let

92 left_node = 2*root+1,

93 right_node = 2*root+2,

94 largest_part =

95 if

96 left_node < size ∧ a[left_node] > a[root]

97 then

98 left_node

99 else

100 root,

101 largest =

102 if

103 right_node < size ∧ a[right_node] > a[largest_part]

104 then

105 right_node

106 else

107 largest_part

108 in

109 if largest 6= root then

110 heapify(

111 a with [root] = a[largest] with [largest] = a[root],

112 size,largest

113 )

114 else

115 a;
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We use the predicate isMaxHeap to specify whether the tree, described by
an array, is a Max-Heap.

24 pred isMaxHeap(a:array,size:N[N],root:index)

25 ⇔ let

26 left_node = 2*root + 1,

27 right_node = 2*root + 2

28 in

29 ( left_node < size

30 ⇒ a[root] > a[left_node]

31 ∧ isMaxHeap(a,size,left_node)

32 )

33 ∧ ( right_node < size

34 ⇒ a[root] > a[right_node]

35 ∧ isMaxHeap(a,size,right_node)

36 );

For the post-condition we need to verify that only element in the trees
starting at root are changed. This is done by first checking that element can
only be changed in the interval between root and size and second verifying
that the root element leads to the change. This last attribute is specified by
the predicate leadsTo.

45 //leadsTo(from:index,to:index)

46 // states if "from" leads to "to"

47 // by recursively going down each branch

48 pred leadsTo(from:index,to:index)

49 ⇔ from = to

50 ∨ (2*from+1 < N ∧ leadsTo(2*from+1,to))

51 ∨ (2*from+2 < N ∧ leadsTo(2*from+2,to));

52

53 //leadsTo2(from:index,to:index)

54 // checks if "from" leads to "to"

55 // using the formular

56 // to \in from*2^n+[2^n-1,2^(n+1)-2]

57 pred leadsTo2(from:index,to:index)

58 ⇔ (from 6= to)

59 ⇒ ∃n:index. (0<n ∧ 2^n-1<N)

60 ∧ ∃i:index.(2^n-16i ∧ i 6 2^(n+1)-2 ∧ i < N)

61 ∧ from*2^n + i = to;

62

63 theorem leadsToEquivalence()

64 ⇔ ∀i:index.∀j:index.leadsTo(i,j) ⇔ leadsTo2(i,j);

The first version is defined recursively: Go through the nodes until it either
reaches the end or the searched node. The second version uses the location
of nodes in binary-trees: to = 2 · from+ i for i ∈ {1, 2} to derive a general
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formula for the relation between two nodes. A short proof per induction
validates the new formula:

Proof. We want to show:

a leads to b⇔ ∃n ∈N : ∃j ∈ {2n − 1, ..., 2n+1 − 2} : b = 2na+ j

We already know that if b is the child of a, then b = 2a+ i for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Given that b = 2na+ j for j ∈ {2n − 1, ..., 2n+1 − 2} for some n ∈ N, we can
state for a given i ∈ {1, 2}:

2b+ i = 2(2na+ j) + i = 2n+1a+ (2j+ i)

We introduce a new variable k := 2j+ i. By the definition of i and j we know
that

k ∈ {2(2n − 1) + 1, 2(2n+1 − 2) + 2} = {2n+1 − 1, 2n+2 − 2}

and therefore we conclude the premise

2n+1a+ k for k ∈ {2n+1 − 1, 2n+2 − 2}

After validating that both versions are equivalent we use the first version
for all the specifications, as it is the faster one using RISCAL. Note that in
theory the second version could be implemented faster if one would define
the upper bound 2n from 6 to for n. This way one could stop searching for
another n as soon as the upper bound was reached. If this optimization for
the second version was in place it would supersede the first.

As the algorithm is written in a tail-recursive style, we may also imple-
ment it by a loop:

134 proc heapifyLoop(a:array, size:N[N], root:index):array

135 requires

136 root < size

137 ∧ (2*root+1 < size ⇒ isMaxHeap(a,size,2*root+1))

138 ∧ (2*root+2 < size ⇒ isMaxHeap(a,size,2*root+2));

139 ensures

140 isMaxHeap(result,size,root)

141 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,result)

142 ∧ ∀i:index.(root > i ∨ i > size) ⇒ a[i] = result[i]

143 ∧ (∀j:index. a[j] 6= result[j] ⇒ leadsTo(root,j));

144 {

145 var i:index := root;

146 var b:array := a;

147 var largest:index := root;

148
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149 do

150 decreases

151 if largest 6= i then N-largest else 0;

152 invariant

153 largest > root ∧ i > root ∧ i < size ∧ largest < size

154 ∧ (largest = i ∨ largest = 2*i+1 ∨ largest = 2*i+2)

155 ∧ b[largest] > b[i]

156 ∧ (b[largest] = b[i] ⇒ largest = i)

157 ∧ ( ∀j:index.j > root ∧ j 6= i

158 ⇒ (j*2+1 < size ⇒ b[j] > b[2*j+1])

159 ∧ (j*2+2 < size ⇒ b[j] > b[2*j+2])

160 )

161 ∧ (∀j:index. a[j] 6= b[j] ⇒ leadsTo(root,j))

162 ∧ ( ∀j:index.j > root ∧ leadsTo(j,i) ∧ j 6= i

163 ⇒ b[j] > b[largest]

164 )

165 ∧ (2*largest+1 < size ⇒ isMaxHeap(b,size,2*largest+1))

166 ∧ (2*i+1 < size ⇒ b[largest] > b[2*i+1])

167 ∧ ( 2*largest+2 < size ⇒ isMaxHeap(b,size,2*largest+2))

168 ∧ (2*i+2 < size ⇒ b[largest] > b[2*i+2])

169 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b)

170 ∧ (∀j:index.(root > j ∨ j > size) ⇒ a[j] = b[j]);

171 {

172 var temp:nat := b[i];

173 b[i] := b[largest];

174 b[largest] := temp;

175 i := largest;

176 var left_node:N[2*N] := 2*i+1;

177 var right_node:N[2*N] := 2*i+2;

178

179 if

180 left_node < size ∧ b[left_node] > b[i]

181 then

182 largest := left_node;

183 if

184 right_node < size ∧ b[right_node] > b[largest]

185 then

186 largest := right_node;

187 }

188 while largest 6= i;

189 return b;

190 }

A lot of the conditions in the invariant are trivial facts about the bounds
of the particular variables. These are fundamental for the invariant to be
persistent during the loop.
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7.2 heapsort

An important part of the invariant is that it exactly specifies what ele-
ments are mutable in the next iteration:

∀j : index.a[j] 6= b[j]⇒ leadsTo(root, j)
∧∀j : index.j > root∧ j 6= i⇒ (j ∗ 2+ 1 < size⇒ b[j] > b[2 ∗ j+ 1])

∧ (j ∗ 2+ 2 < size⇒ b[j] > b[2 ∗ j+ 2])

The first condition states that, if root is not the highest node of the tree, mu-
tations can only occur in the sub-tree starting at root. The second condition
states that the node at i may be the only node that is not greater than its
children. Therefore only i and its children can change next iteration.

Another noteworthy condition states that the highest computed value
largest is smaller or equal than all parents of i.

7.2 heapsort

We will use the recursive version of heapify to implement the HeapSort
algorithm.

45 proc HeapSort(a:array):array

46 ensures

47 isSorted(result,0,N-1)

48 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,result);

49 {

50 var b:array := a;

51 for var i:Z[-1,N-1] = N / 2 - 1; i > 0; i=i-1 do

52 invariant

53 (∀j:index.j > i ⇒ isMaxHeap(b,N,j))

54 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b);

55 decreases

56 i+1;

57 { b = heapify(b,N,i); }

58

59 for var i:Z[-1,N-1] = N-1; i > 0; i=i-1 do

60 invariant

61 ( i<N-1

62 ⇒ isSorted(b,i+1,N-1)

63 ∧ b[0] 6 b[i+1]

64 )

65 ∧ isMaxHeap(b,i+1,0)

66 ∧ isPermutationOf(a,b);

67 decreases

68 i+1;

69 {

70 var temp:nat := b[0];
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7.3 outcome of the checks

71 b[0] = b[i];

72 b[i] = temp;

73 b = heapify(b,i,0);

74 }

75 return b;

76 }

To build the initial Max-Heap we use heapify and apply it from the bottom
upwards. The invariants for both loops are also very obvious: generally we
want the result to be a permutation of the original input and we can also
specify that we have the required conditions for the Heapify algorithm.

7.3 outcome of the checks

The results of the Heapify algorithm is not unique and the preconditions
are not trivial. We specified and validated both the imperative and func-
tional version, which includes checking the verification conditions pro-
vided by RISCAL.

The HeapSort has a trivial pre-condition and a unique result. There were
no difficulties during the specification or validation process.

Both versions where checked for sequences of length N = 4 and an upper
bound of M = 2. All checks where completed within a minute.

7.4 conclusion

Using an array to represent a binary tree was quite an abstraction task
as the array was handled like a tree-structure while keeping the random
access property. The invariant needed not only the properties of the array
but also of the tree structure, resulting in the introduction of the leadsTo

predicate.
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8 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D S U M M A RY

In the future, methods to produce safe and trustworthy software will be
increasingly important. But in the current state we are still far from suf-
ficiently proving a real production code. The work done in this bachelor
thesis is not ground breaking for sure, but it gives a glimpse into the steps
necessary to produce verified and therefore hopefully bug free software.

Basic sequence algorithms, as those presented in this thesis, are com-
plex enough to get a feeling as for how the verification process of more
complex algorithms might look like. RISCAL from version 2 onwards can
generate usable verification conditions, making some of the earlier work of
this thesis (the manual construction of the verification conditions) obsolete.
Nevertheless the exact specification of the various methods and of anno-
tations (invariants) that are strong enough to prove the correctness of the
algorithms is an outcome of the thesis that remains relevant of the future.
But these verification conditions still have to be verified by a human using
a proof assistant. Some verification conditions might even be automatically
verifiable using an SMT-Solver. Maybe a future RISCAL version might have
such a feature implemented. We know that because of the state explosion
problem it will never be possible to fully automate this process. Still, there
is room for improvement.

The question as to how far one might be able to automate the verification
process becomes useless if a problem is not correctly specified. Part of this
thesis was also to specify the algorithms and to refine the specification, such
that "unwanted" side-effects for correct implementations appear as little as
possible. As time goes on, automated validating will move forward, while
specification will stay in the realm of humans. We will never be able to
automate the specification process and therefore we can only rely on the
reasoning and the wit of humans to avoid dangerous errors. If there is one
thing one should take away from this thesis, it is to be sure to know what
one asks for and what in includes.
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A R I S C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

The content of this appendix (all RISCAL specifications developed in this
thesis) is available from the RISCAL Website:

https://www.risc.jku.at/research/formal/software/RISCAL
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